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DEDICATED TO
Coach Rome Rankin '^^
who has the ability to live with people in perfect harmony, and to
inspire in those who know him something of his own cheerful philosophy.
Since he has been at Eastern, the athletic teams under his guidance have
gained the respect of campus and state alike. He is richly equipped to be
the head coach at Eastern.
The final criterion of his character can have no better source than the people
with whom he lives. Thus it is to the athletes in the stadium that we look for
this final word. Their universal admiration for Coach Rankin is sufficient
proof that the Seniors were justified in dedicating this year's Milestone to him.
FRANCES MOFFETT
1921-1940
Frances Moffett was the quiet incarnation of
the six I's: Industry, Intelligence, Intensity,
Integrity, Initiative, and Inspiration. The
strength of her unassuming friendship lives in
hearts she left behind.
LON LIMB
1917-1939
His was the flashing personality that makes
for popularity and success. He had the charac-
ter that conformed to the surface personality.
On the gridiron, in the classroom, in campus
activities, he received, and deservedly so, uni-
versal esteem. Eastern v^ill long remember
Lon Limb—athlete, gentleman, friend.
ROBERT PITTMAN
1919-1940
In all the affairs of his life at Eastern, Robert
Pittman showed himself a diligent seeker after
the truths that knowledge gives. The patient,
unchanging energy of his work proved that he
had found one of the greatest of all truths;
life is the greatest when its purposes are ever
directed upward.
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It is the purpose of this MILESTONE to
present as accurately as possible, a pictorial
record of the events of the school year at
Eastern. It is the hope of the staff that this
yearbook will serve on many occasions to recall
incidents of college life at Eastern. To the
highly ambitious task of pleasing the student
body, the 1940 MILESTONE is respectfully
submitted.
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STUDENT UNION BUILDING
10
Eileen Frame
MISS EASTERN
11
'v"; 'v.
'*'';
BURNAM HALL
12
Blanche Cheatham
ATTENDANT
13
THE HENRY D. FITZPATRICK ARTS BUILDING
14
Beatrice Welch
ATTENDANT
15
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
16
Frances Little
MISS POPULARITY
17
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BECKHAM SECTION OF THE MEN'S DORMITORY
18
Wyatt "Spider" Thurman
MR. POPULARITY
19
SULLIVAN HALL
20
JOAN RICHARD
Band Sponsor
ETHYL SALYER
Senior Ball Queen
V/
MARY ACNES FINNERAN
Junior Prom Queen
QUEENS on the CAMPUS
MARIAN CAMPBELL
Military Ball Queen
^ d
CRABBE LIBRARY
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BOARD of REGENTS
JOHN W. BROOKER
Cynthiana
JESSE ALVERSON
Lexington
GLENN 0. SWING
Covington
H. p. FITZPATRICK
Prestonsburg
KEEN JOHNSON
Richmond
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GOVERNOR KEEN JOHNSON
It has become the widely recognized aim of Eastern Kentucky State Teachers
College to instill the youth of the commonwealth with ideals as well as to
provide facilities for a well rounded education. At no period in our lives has
this purpose been more important. To the youth of today there is offered
abundant opportunity for the exercise of intelligent attainment, mental alert-
ness, and strength of character. Fortunate, indeed, are the young people of
Kentucky who come under the influence of the teachers and the traditions
of Eastern.
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PRESIDENT H. L. DONOVAN
During the four years that the 1 940 graduating class has been at Eastern
there have been many additions to the physical plant of the college. An
effort has been made by the administration to better equip each student
with those qualities which will enable you to succeed in whatever you
attempt to do after you leave the campus. Eastern has served the Class
of 1940 during the last four years. It now sends you forth to serve others
during the next forty years.
Hrt.brv. O-vTtx-^ca^.
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DR. W. C. JONES
Dean of the College
MR. M. E. MATTOX
Registrar
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MR. C. A. KEITH
Dean of Men
MRS. EMMA Y. CASE
Dean of Women
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WILLIAM ADAMS
President
FRANCES LITTLE
Vice-President
BETTY STURM
Secretary
JOHN SUTER
Treasurer
DR. L. C. KENNAMER
Sponsor
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KATE VERMILLION, B.S.
)ellico, Tenn.
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Elementary Council; World Affairs
Club; Out of State Club; Y.WC.A,
'^^ J
EDITH FERN FELTNER, B.S.
Hyden
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Elementary Council; Perry - Leslie
County Club.
ELDORA CHAMBERLIN, B.S.
Erianger
HOME ECONOMICS
Social Committee; Milestone Staff,
'38, '39, '40; Art Club; Home Eco-
nomics; Y.WC.A. ; Northern Ken-
tucky Club.
F. DONOVAN COOPER, B.S.
Portsmouth. Ohio
COMMERCE
Pi Omega Pi; Sigma Tau Pi; Sopho-
more Class Pres. ; Student Relation-
ship Council, Pres. '39.
lOHNNY B. CENTER, A.D.
Hazel Green
HISTORY AND ENGLISH
Social Science Club; Canterbury Club;
Swimming Team.
MINNIE LEE WOOD, A.B.
Maysville
MUSIC AND HISTORY
Band; Limestone Club; Y.W.C.A.
MARTHA AVENT EUBANK, B.S.
Flemingsburg
HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics Club, Pres. '40; Glee
Club; Limestone County Club.
ROBERT WILLIS DICKMAN, B.S.
Covington
MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS
Swimming, Coach '39, '40; Kappa
Delta Pi, Vice-Pres. '40; Pres. Fresh-
man Class '37; Vice-Pres. Junior
Class '39; Mathematics Club, Pres.
'40; Science Club, Vice-Pres. '39,
'40; Future Teachers of America,
Pres. '40; Physical Education Club.
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HELEN ROZAN. A.B.
Maysville
LATIN, ENGLISH AND FRENCH
Limestone Club; Le Cercle Francais.
OSCAR SWAFFORD, B.S.
Barbourville
MATHEMATICS AND BIOLOGY
Upper Cumberland Club; Mathematics
Club.
MAJIE HALL. B.S.
Hall
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
DOROTHY MAE WHITE. A.B.
Ashland
ENGLISH. HISTORY AND FRENCH
Kappa Delta Pi; Future Teachers of
America; Le Cercle Francais; Canter-
bury Club; Belles Lettres, Editor '40.
DONALD MUSIC, A.B.
Auxier
GEOGRAPHY AND
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
World Affairs Club. Treas. '40; lota
Alpha Gamma; Social Science Club;
Big Sandy Club, Pres. '39; Basketball;
Baseball.
MILDRED MASTERS, B.S.
Million
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELIZABETH DUNCAN LITSEY. B.S.
Springfield
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Elementary Council; Y.W.C.A.
ORA WATTS, B.S.
Leatherwood
MATHEMATICS AND HISTORY
Math Club; Track Team.
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MARIORIE LIVELY. B.S.
Ravenna
CHEMISTRY
Brenau College 1, 2; Science Club;
Kappa Delta Pi; Y.W.C.A.
JOHN OWEN SUTER. B.S.
Campbellsburg
COMMERCE
Pres.. North Central Kentucky Club;
Treas., Senior Class; Sigma Tau Pi.
ALVIS N. COYLE, B.S.
Foxtown
CHEMISTRY AND MATHEMATICS
Mathematics Club; Science Club;
Jackson County Club.
ADELE RICE, B.S.
Livingston
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Elementary Council; Alpha Zeta
Kappa; Y.W.C.A.; World Affairs
Club; Ushering Staff.
LEONA THACKSTON SWEZIC. B.S.
Loyal I
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Y.W.C.A.
JAMES STAYTON
Dayton
CHEMISTRY AND MATHEMATICS
Little Theatre Club. Vice-Pres. and
Bus. Mgr., '40; Kyma Club; Science
Club; Math Club; Northern Kentucky
Club; Swimming Team; Pistol Team.
RAYMOND ). HUCK, B.S.
Cold Spring
MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS, AND
CHEMISTRY
Alpha Camma Sigma; Vice-Pres., Sci-
ence Club; Vice-Pres., Math Club;
Future Teachers of America; Northern
Kentucky Club.
GLADYS MIDDLETON, B.S.
Evarts
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Upper Cumberland Club; Alpha Rho
Tau.
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MARY ELIZABETH LEWIS. A,B.
Covington
ENGLISH
Le Cercle Francais; Canterbury Club;
Alpha Rho Tau ; Ushering Staff; North
Central Kentucky Club; Y.M.C.A.
AILEEN LAWSON. B.S.
Corbin
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Upper Cumberland Club
MARY E. CLARK. B.S.
Auxier
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Alpha Rho Tau
CLYDE |. LEWIS. A.B.
Newport
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND ENGLISH
Canterbury Club; Progress Staff; Social
Science Club ; World Affairs Club
.
Kappa Delta Pi. Future Teachers of
America; Faculty Representative.
DABNEY BROWN DOTY. B.S.
Richmond
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
lota Alpha Gamma. Pres '40; World
Affairs Club ; Future Teachers of
America,
MARION D. PERKINS, B.S.
Louisville
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Elementary Council; K y m a Club;
Y.W.C-A ; Cheer Leader
ELIZABETH BROWNING
CULTON. B.S.
Richmond
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
estra. Band; Madrigal Club. Lit-
Theatre Club. Vice- Pres. '40;
Orch
tie
Phys
"39;
Club
icai Education Club. Sec.-Treas.
Social Committee; Caduceus
B.S.FRANCES A. LITTLE.
Southgate
HOME ECONOMICS
Glee Club; Little Theatre Club; Kyma
Club; Y.W.C.A.; Home Economics
Club , Student Relationship Council
;
Progress Staff; Milestone Staff; Vice-
Pres.. Senior Class.
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VIRGINIA PERRAUT. B.S.
Minerva
COMMERCE—SOCIAL SCIENCE
Kappa Delta Pi; Pi Omega Pi, Vice-
Pres. : Sigma Tau Pi. Alpha Zeta
Kappa; Alpha Gamma Sigma. Pres.
;
Future Teachers of America; Lime-
stone Club.
WALTER HILL
Pineville
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Football, Co-Captain '39; Asst. Foot-
ball Coach '40; Track; Baseball;
Basketball; Physical Education Club,
Pres. '39: Milestone Staff; E Club.
EVELYN MARSHALL, B.S.
Covington
ELEMENTARY COUNCIL
Kappa Delta Pi; Elementary Council;
Sullivan House Council; Y.W.C.A.;
Baptist Council; Northern Ky. Club.
FANNIE LEMASTER. B.S.
Riceville
HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics Club; Big Sandy
Club.
HAROLD A. WICKLUND, B.S.
Gardner. Mass.
COMMERCE
Glee Club; Student Relationship Coun-
cil; Cheer Leader 39-'40; Y.M.C.A.;
Sigma Tau Pi, Pres. '39; Mathematics
Club; Evaluation Committee.
SYLVIA H. JONES, A.B.
Irvine
GEOGRAPHY
World Affairs. Vice-Pres.; Social Sci-
ence Club; Band; Y.W.C./>
MABEL KEMPER, B.S.
jonesville
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Elementary Council.
THELMA MATHEWSON, B.S.
Vanceburg
HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics Club; Limestone
Club.
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MARY ELIZABETH CASEY. A.B.
Corbin
ART AND HISTORY
Alpha Rho Tau; Milestone Staff.
JOSEPHINE COLLINS PARK, B.S.
Richmond
BIOLOGY
Science Club; Future Teachers of
America.
GLADYS WOOLUM. B.S.
Yancey
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Harlan County Club; Upper Cumber-
land; Alpha Rho Tau.
MARION N. MORGAN, B.S.
Shively
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Football; E Club; Physical Education
Club.
JAMES R. ALLEY
Borderland. W. Va.
MATHEMATICS
Science Club; Mathematics Club;
Kappa Delta Pi; Big Sandy Club.
VERA MARZ, B.S.
Newport
COMMERCE
Sigma Tau Pi; Northern Kentucky
Club; Progress Staff; Y.W.C.A.
CARRIE FAYE JAYNE. B.S.
Flat Cap
HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics Club; Big Sandy
Club.
DOROTHY PAYNE, A.B,
Corbin
MUSIC
Glee Club, Pres. '40; Le Cercle
Francais; Canterbury Club; Women's
Residence Hall Organization; Dormi-
tory Council.
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LILLIAN GERTRUDE HELLARD
Moores Creek
ENGLISH AND HISTORY
lOHN B. LOWE, A.B.
Inez
HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
Social Science Club; World Affairs
Club; Big Sandy Club.
RICHARD LEE BROWN. B.S.
Cynthiana
MATHEMATICS AND HISTORY
Y. M. C. A, Cabinet; Mathematics
Club; Pistol Team; Folklore Society;
Plans and Program Committee.
HAZEL WILSON, B.S.
Richmond
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ANN LOUISE STIGLITZ. B.S.
Louisville
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Elementary Council; World Affairs
Club; Kyma; Kappa Delta Pi.; Future
Teachers of America; Y.W.C.A. Cabi-
net; Burnam Hall House Council; Lit-
tle Theatre Club.
CARL OSWALD ADKINS. B.S.
Williamsburg
BIOLOGY
Agriculture and History.
VIRGINIA C. STITH. B.S.
Louisville
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Pres. Dormitory Council, Sullivan Hall;
Madrigal Club; Ushering Staff; Future
Teachers of America; Y.W.C.A,;
World Affairs Club.
LAURA KATHERINE EVANS. B.S.
Hebron
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Future Teachers of America; Kappa
Delta Pi; World Affairs; Elementary
Council; Y.W C.A. Cabinet; Northern
Kentucky Club; Who's Who Among
American Colleges and Universities.
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ELLA KATHERINE HILL, B.S.
Berea
COMMERCE, HISTORY
Sigma Tau Pi; Social Science Club;
Catholic Club.
CLAUDE W. HOWARD, B.S.
Harlan
INDUSTRIAL ARTS, HISTORY
Future Teachers of America; lota
Alpha Gamma; Social Science Club;
Harlan County Club: Upper Cumber-
land Club.
BERYL CAROL ZIMMERMAN
Fort Mitchell
A.B., DePauw University; Elementary
Certificate from Eastern; Eastern
Progress Staff.
MINNIE ETHEL SAMS. B.S.
Irvine
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Elementary Council.
EVELYN ZAKEM, A.B.
Newport
HISTORY
Progress Staff; Alpha Zeta Kappa;
Social Science Club; Northern Ken-
tucky Club; House Council of W. R.
H. 0.; Y. W. C. A.
RECTOR JONES. B.S.
Dreyfus
COMMERCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE
Social Science Club; Sigma Tau Pi.
DELMAR WALLACE. B.S.
Somerset
MATHEMATICS, HISTORY
Mathematics Club; Physical Educa-
tion; Folklore Society.
CHARLEE DEE CAMPBELL, B.S.
Maysville
COMMERCE
Sigma Tau Pi; Y.W.C.A.; Limestone
Club.
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MARGARET WITT, B.S.
West Irvine
MATHEMATICS, CHEMISTRY
Science Club; Mathematics Club;
Kappa Delta Pi.
HARRY C. LOCKNANE, B.S.
Latonia
MATHEMATICS, PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
Physical Education Club; Mathematics
Club; Northern Kentucky Club;
Tumbling Club.
ROBERT C. STINSON, A.B.
London
ENGLISH. SOCIAL SCIENCE
Little Theatre Club; Canterbury Club;
Kyma Club, Pres. ; Upper Cumberland
Club; Student Relationship Council;
Social Committee; Progress Staff.
VELMA TOOMEY, B.S.
Lancaster
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
MABEL AUDREY WHITE, B.S.
Middlesboro
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Elementary Council; Upper Cumber-
land Club.
BILLY GREEN EATON, A.B.
Mocksville, N. C.
MUSIC, ENGLISH
Glee Club; Messiah Chorus; Band;
Track; B.S.U. Council.
ETHEL SALYER, B.S.
Sa lyersville
HOME ECONOMICS
B.S.U Council ; H m e Econom cs
Club; Big Sandy Club.
MARY KATE DEATHERACE. A.B.
Richmond
ENGLISH. FRENCH
Kappa Delta Pi ; Canterbury Club.
Pres.; Le Cercle Francais, Pres.; Treas.
Future Teachers of America.
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EVELYN NELSON CONRAD, B.S.
Burlington
HOME ECONOMICS
Pres. Y.W.C.A.; Vice-Pres. Home
Economics Club; Kappa Delta Pi; Fu-
ture Teachers of America; Northern
Kentucky Club; Student Relationship
Council.
CARL WILLIAM KEMP. B.S.
Louisville
INDUSTRIAL ARTS,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Football; Baseball; Catholic
Y.M.C.A.; Alpha Gamma lota
Club;
Mile-
stone Staff; Physical Education Club.
ARTHUR FRANCIS KLEIN, A.B.
Portsmouth, Ohio
MUSIC, HISTORY
Orchestra; Out of State Club; Band,
Asst Band Leader; Clee Club, Pres.
DORIS MURIEL ADAMS, B.S.
Cumberland
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Harlan County Club; Elementary
Council; Y. W. C. A.; Progress Staff;
Library Staff.
ZELMA PETERS CERRARD, B.S.
Waynesville, Ohio
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Elementary Council.
JAMES T. HENNESSEY, B.S.
Dayton
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Vice-Pres. Freshman Class; Vice-Pres.
Sophomore Class; Football; Basketball;
Swimming; Physical Education Club;
Northern Kentucky Club; Tumbling
Club; "E" Club.
NEVA CAYLE BUSH. B.S.
Pleasureville
HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics Club; Y. W. C. A.
;
North Central Kentucky Club, Sec;
Florence Nightingale Club.
LORENE ESTRIDCE, B.S.
Stanford
COMMERCE
Sigma Tau Pi; Pi Omega Pi; Future
Teachers of America, Vice-Pres.;
Band.
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DOROTHY MARGUERITE
DUNAWAY, B.S.
Clencoe
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Kappa Delta Pi; Madrigal Club; Little
Theatre Club; Future Teachers of
America Club; World Affairs Club;
Elementary Council; Y.W.C.A. Cabi-
net; B.S.U. Council.
LUCILLE MARNITA BURY, B.S.
Covington
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Madrigal Club; Northern Kentucky
Club; Elementary Council; Florence
Nightingale Club, Pres. ; Dormitory
Council of Sullivan Hall, Treas.
;
World Affairs Club; Future Teachers
of America; Canterbury Club, Vice-
Pres.; Y.W.C.A. Cabinet.
DOROTHY HELEN DORRIS. A.B.
Richmond
ENGLISH, MUSIC
Little Theatre Club; Madrigal Club;
Band, Treas.; Orchestra.
FRANK WILCOX, A,B.
Newport
Little Theatre Club, Pres.; Glee Club;
Kyma Club, Pres.; Pistol Team; North-
ern Kentucky Club; Chapel Commit-
tee; Milestone Staff; Dormitory Coun-
cil.
KIRBY AMBURCEY, A.B.
Hindman
HISTORY, AGRICULTURE
DOT SAYLOR
Berea
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
MELVIN KEETON
Daysboro
BIOLOGY. CHEMISTRY
VIOLA CORMAN. B.S.
Covington
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Y.W.C.A.; Elementary Council; Alpha
Rho Tau.
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MARY HELEN CAYWOOD. B.S.
Ft. Mitchell
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Madrigal Club. Y,W C.A. Cabinet;
Future Teachers of America; Vice-
Pres. Elementary Council ; Northern
Kentucky Club; Kappa Delta Pi
ACNES PENDERCRASS. A.B.
Major
HISTORY AND ENGLISH
Berea College I. 2; Glee Club:
Y.W.CA., Social Science Club;
Owsley. Clay. Jackson Club.
VIRGINIA MASON MARZ, B.S.
Dayton
COMMERCE AND BIOLOGY
Northern Kentucky Club; Social Sci-
ence Club, Sigma Tau Pi; Y.W.CA.
;
Progress Staff; Ushering Staff.
WILLIAM E. ADAMS. B.S.
Richmond
COMMERCE AND HISTORY
Sigma Tau Pi; Bus. Mgr. Progress;
Kyma Club; Student Union Commit-
tee; Pres. Young Peoples Croup; Pres.
Junior Class; Pres, Senior Class; Edi-
tor, Milestone.
GEORGE ROBERT POWERS. B.S.
Verona
COMMERCE
Bus Mgr. Milestone, Pres. Y.M.C.A.,
Vice-Pres. Sigma Tau Pi; Treas. Pi
Omega Pi; Tennis Team; Science Club.
Northern Kentucky Club
BETTY lANE STURM. B.S.
BeMevue
COMMERCE AND MUSIC
Madrigal Club. Vice-Pres. '39. Sec
'40; Little Theatre Club; Sigma Tau
Pi. Sec. '40. Pi Omega Pi; Y.W C.A ;
Northern Kentucky Club; Sec, Senior
Class.
ADA KATHERINE WASH. B.S.
Lexington
HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics Club; Florence
Nightingale Club
MAYME FRANCES BALES. B.S.
Richmond
HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics Club; Florence
Nightingale Club.
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BERNIE LELLA POINTER, B.S.
Richmond
COMMERCE AND SOCIAL SCIENCE
Sigma Tau Pi; Social Science Club.
ATLANTA MAE COX, B.S.
Shelbyville
ENGLISH
Alpha Zeta Kappa; Canterbury Club;
Little Theatre Club; Y.W.C.A.; Li-
brary Staff; Baptist Student Union,
Pres.
MARY ELIZABETH DAWN, B.S.
Covington
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Y.W.C.A.; Northern Kentucky Club;
Elementary Council; Florence Night-
ingale Club, Vice-Pres. '39.
VIRCIL TAYLOR, B.S.
Fort Thomas
COMMERCE AND HISTORY
Sigma Tau Pi; Glee Club; Band; Or-
chestra
;
Y.M.C.A
Northern Kentucky Club;
ALBERT LEE MeCARTHY, B.S.
Eminence
MATHEMATICS AND HISTORY
Math Club; Industrial Arts Club;
North Central Kentucky Club; Catho-
lic Club.
MARY HELEN EADS, A.B.
FRENCH AND ENGLISH
Canterbury Club; Y.W.C.A.;
Club; Treas. Le Cercle Francais;
laski Country Club.
Art
Pu-
ANNA ETHEL BOWLING, B.S.
Bert
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Upper Cumberland Club; Florence
Nightingale Club; Elementary Council.
SHIRLEY VIRGINIA CRITES, B.S.
Newpoi't
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Y.W.C.A.; Elementary Council; Future
Teachers of America; Glee Club.
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LELA FRANCES CORNETT. B.S.
Booneville
HOME ECONOMICS
Y.W.C.A,; Home Economics Club;
Art Club.
BENTLEY )ONES HILTON
Pfne Hill
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Y.M.C.A.; Elementary Council; Social
Science Club.
JAMES STANFIELD, B.S.
Covington
CHEMISTRY AND HISTORY
Science Club. Pres.; YM.C.A.. Pres.;
Kappa Delta Pi. Pres.; Future Teachers
of America; Northern Kentucky Club.
MARY KATHERINE STEWART
Mt. Olivet
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Glee Club; Elementary Councl; Y. W.
C. A.; Limestone Club; World Affairs
Club; Alpha Rho Tau.
MADGE WILMA SELVEY
London
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
U"oer Cumberland Club; Elementary
Council; Art Club.
MRS. LOU McCOWAN HANDY
Richmond
ART AND ENGLISH
Art Club; Home Economics Club;
Upper Cumberland Club.
SHEILA O'NEAL SHANNON, B.S.
New Castle
HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics Club; Band; Y, W.
C. A.; North Central Kentucky Club.
MARY FRANCES CLARKE, B.S.
Lexington
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Y.W.C.A.; Elementary Council;
World Affairs Club; Canterbury Club.
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NAOMI McHARCUE. B.S.
Irvine
COMMERCE, HISTORY
Social Science Club; Sigma Tau Pi.
ANNA FRANCES TODD, B.S.
Bybee
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
DELLA POINTER, B.S.
Richmond
COMMERCE, MUSIC
Sigma Tau Pi; Madrigal Club.
WILLIAM H. LYON, B.S.
Paintsville
CHEMISTRY. MATHEMATICS
Science Club; Caduceus Club; Math
Club; Tennis Team.
CLYDE L. ROUSE, A.B.
Covington
HISTORY, ENGLISH
World Affairs Club, Pres. ; Men's Glee
Club. Vice-Pres. ; Sigma Tau Pi ; Kappa
Delta Pi; Northern Kentucky Club;
Milestone Staff; Social Committee;
Social Science Club; Future Teachers
of America; Freshman Football; Fresh-
man Basketball.
SARAH LOUISE LONG, A.B.
Richmond
GEOGRAPHY. HEALTH AND
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
World Affairs Club; Physical Educa-
tion Club; Le Cercle Francais; Madri-
gal Club,
NINA LEE STINNETTE, B.S.
Asheville. N. C.
HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics Club; Alpha Rho
Tau; Y.W.C.A.; Out of State Club.
LEILA FELTNER, B.S.
Hyden
HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics Club; Y.W.C.A.
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GLADYS BROCK. B.S.
Pineville
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Upper Cumberland; Elementary Coun-
cil.
ANNA MILDRED |ENKINS
Million
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SUE TOADVINE. B.S.
Cynthiana
Cheer Leader '37; L.T.C. '37-'38,
Vice-Pres. '39; Sec. '40, Kyma; Dor-
mitory Council; Alpha Psi Omega;
Milestone '38; Junior Class Treas.;
House Council; Y.W.C.A.; Alpha Zeta
Kappa.
KENNETH F. REID. B.S.
Pans
BIOLOGY, AGRICULTURE
PHILIP HODGE
London
ART, ENGLISH
Alpha Rho Tau, Pres.; Upper Cumber-
land Club; Progress '39, '40; Mile-
stone '39, '40.
CAROLA |. BERLEPP, B.S.
Stanford
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Elementary Council; Y.W.C.A.
SARA BETTY ELLIS
Owenton
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Elementary Council; B.S.U. Council.
HELEN IRENE THOMAS, B.S.
Paintsville
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Elementary Council; Y.W.C.A. Cabi-
net; Home Economics Club; Sec. Big
Sandy Club; Library Staff.
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MRS. EULA NUNNERY BROCK. B.S.
Prestonsburg
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Milestone Staff; R.O.T.C. Battery
Sponsor '39.
MARIAN FRANCIS CAMPBELL. B.S.
Springfiefd
COMMERCE
Sigma Tau Pi ; Student Relationship
Council; Social Committee; Milestone
Staff; junior Prom Queen.
WILMA CHANEY. B.S.
Ashland
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Elementary Council; B.S.U. Council;
Big Sandy Club.
VIRGIL HENRY McWHORTER. B.S.
Oakley
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Physical Education Club; Basketball;
Baseball; Track; Upper Cumberland
Club; Social Science Club.
ARTHUR L. WICKERSHAM. B.S.
Irvine
MATHEMATICS
Men's Clee Club; World Affairs Club;
Student Relationsh.p Council ; Kyma
Club.
BEULAH JANE BOWLES, B.S.
Richmond
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Madrigal Club; Alpha Rho Tau.
ROBERTA S. RICCS. B.S.
Russell
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Alpha Zeta Kappa; Elementary Coun-
cil; Kappa Delta Pi.
MILDRED MAE ESTES, B.S.
Science Hill
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Pulaski County Club; Y.W.C.A.; Li-
brary Staff.
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WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
First Row: Clyde Lewis, Newport; Laura Katherine Evans, Hebron; Ann Louise Stiglitz, Louis-
ville; Virginia Stith, Louisville; Mary Kate Deatherage, Richmond.
Second Row: Mary Agnes Finneran, Covington; James Squires, Whitesburg; Ruth Catlett,
Lawrenceburg; James Stanfield, Covington; Robert Dickman, Covington.
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UNIVERSITY BUILDING
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Dishmon Collins Russell Partin
Alberta Hoagland Grace Dotson
Mildred Johnson Opal Thomas
Guy Whitehead Mary F. Billingsley
Ernestine Jones Jean Sweeney
Evelyn L. Sic
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Anna Ross
Hansford White Farns Vernon Shetler
Lyda Shepherd Betsy Caster
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Tom Combs Walter Mayer
Mary K. Black Allen Zanng
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Jeanne Sumner Mary Louise Yates
Shirley M. Salisbury Ethel Topper Scottie Sudduth
Chris Russetl Kilgus James E. Souder
Rose Wiley Bobby West Anna Elizabeth Allen
Arnold C. Williams Karl Smith
Dorothy Ruth Stamper Barbara Ann Butler jean Zagoren
Jessie Jane Spears Virginia Wiglesworth
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June Rose Dehnert James Larue Becknell Mabel Jones
Mane Cross Judith Ann Hutchison
Katherme Lewis McCarthy Christine Hertlem Nora Kathryn Mason
Thomas Blanton Wilson Claude C Williams
Robert Conrad Charles E. Turpm Paul A Hounchell
Madge Boyd Mary Helen Colvin
Faye Conley Eads Anne Earl Chnstie Juanita Catherine Crizzell
Gladys B. Yeary Anna Louise Horn
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Mary Louise Lucy Ed John Baumer Ruth Inez Kottmyer
Ruth Beryl Anderson Emma Noyes Perkins
Margaret Ann Kirk Lucile Hurt Leila Mae Cross
Paul Robinson William Warren Buerger
Walker Porter Mayo. Jr. Reed E. Babb Lewis McKee Cerow
Bette Berneece Allen Eila Shirley Mason
Fred D. Roberts
Harnett Isabella Moore Mary Magdalene Moss
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LINK CALLAHER ADAMS
MILITARY STAFF
Lieutenant Colonel Charles W. Gallaher PMS&T
Captain Eugene M. Link Assistant PMS&T
Captain Hugh P. Adams Assistant PMS&T
OFFICERS AND ENLISTED DETACHMENT
Front Row, Left to Right: Sgt. Bentley, Capt. Link, Lieut. -CoL Gallaher, Capt.
Adams, and Sgt. Winslade.
Second Row, Left to Right: Privates Wilson, Vernon, Williams, Thomas, and
Bond.
i T^/m;
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BROWN WILCOX CAMPBELL
BATTALION STAFF
Frank H Wilcox Lieutenant Colonel
Richard L Brown Major
Raymond Huck Captain
James T. Hennessey Adjutant
Allen Zaring Sergeant. Colors
fidward Gabbard Sergeant, Colors
Marian Campbell Battalion Sponsor
ADVANCED CORPS
Front Row, Left to Right: Wilcox, Brown, Huck, Hennessey, and Zaring.
Second Row, Left to Right; Adams, McCarthy, Downing, Stayton, and
Whitehead
Third Row, Left to Right: Whitaker, Taylor, Prater, and Perry.
Fourth Row. Left to Right: Cooper Yelton. Suter. Maver, Rose, and Rich
TTO1i~ TlMinr
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X
ADAMS SALLEE
BATTERY "A"
William E Adams Captain
Albert McCarthy First Lieutenant
Edward P. Downing Second Lieutenant
James E. Stayton First Sergeant
Guy Whitehead Sergeant
Katheryn Sallee Battery Sponsor
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WHITAKER JORDAN
BATTERY "B"
Coleman Whitaker Captain
Virgil Taylor Second Lieutenant
James H. Prater First Sergeant
Charles W/ Perry Sergeant
James C. Brock Sergeant
Jaquelyn Jordan Battery Sponsor
4
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X
COOPER CHEATHAM
BATTERY "C"
F Donovan Cooper Captain
Edwin A Yelton First Lieutenant
John 0. Suter Second Lieutenant
Walter B Mayer First Sergeant
John O. Rose Sergeant
Stephen W. Rich Sergeant
Blanche Cheatham Battery Sponsor
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PISTOL TEAM
Front Row, Left to Right: Hiram C. Begley, William E, Wise, William Stocker,
James Stayton, David Anthony, and Prewitt Paynter.
Second Row, Left to Right: James Floyd, Rodney Whitaker, Robert Yeager,
Roy Cray, and Paul HounchelL
Back Row, Left to Right: Richard L. Brown, Captain; Captain E, M. Link; Sgt.
W^ W. Winslade; and Frank H. Wilcox.
THE RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS BAND
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R. O. T, C. SUMMER CAMP AT FT. KNOX IN 1939
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Eastern's season record in football, of six wins and three losses, was a
creditable one to one of the most outstanding teams that has ever represented
the Maroon and White. The men of the Big Red mowed down their first
three opponents with little trouble. Later in the season the powerful Bearcats
of Central Michigan Teachers came out on top in the annual Homecoming
game, by a score of 18-14. The defeat was indeed bitter, but fans all
agreed that the Eastern gridders accounted for themselves well. Georgetown
fell next; then came the "Hawg Rifle" classic with Morehead which the
Maroons lost by the slim margin of an extra point. The final score was 7-6.
The following Saturday Eastern unleashed her wrath on a hapless Union team,
beating the Bulldogs by 32-7. From Bowling Green the Maroons returned
on the short end of a 26-0 score. In their final game Eastern Kentucky's
teachers met Indiana's teachers and the Hoosiers fell 28-7.
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MR. THOMAS E. McDONOUCH
Director of Athletics
Mr, "Mac" is well known by the students at Eastern, and by leaders in the
field of physical education throughout the South. His standards in the field
of physical education are high and his efforts toward developing leaders are
unceasing He is also noted for his fine work as tournament manager for the
Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic Conference. Eastern is proud of Mr. "Mac."
MR. ROME RANKIN
Head Coach, Football and Basketball
For five years "Coach" has been developing an athletic attitude at Eastern.
During that time the calibre of his teams has increased steadily, along with
the molding of aggressive, level-headed athletes. The students at Eastern
love him for his friendliness and his sportsmanship.
MR. TOM SAMUELS
Football Line Coach
Tom Samuels' knowledge of line play and his ability to teach it has made him
an outstanding line coach. In the spring and fall he may be seen on many
afternoons putting his boys through their paces. The results of his fine in-
struction IS demonstrated when the Big Red line holds back its foes.
MR. CHARLES T. "Turkey" HUGHES
Freshman Football and Basketball Coach
Each year "Turkey" Hughes molds the raw material from which Maroon
varsity squads are made. His humor, affability and teachings are felt widely
on Eastern's campus. Eastern would be incomplete without him.
MR. GEORGE HEMBREE
Baseball Coach
Year m and year out Coach Hembree develops a winning diamond aggregation ;
his squrid plays many strong teams and turns in many brilliant wins. The
"National Pastime" as coached by Eastern's Hembree is a well-liked sport on
the campus He is a familiar figure standing at third base urging his team
on to another victory.
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THESE MEN GUIDE THE DESTINIES OF EASTERN ATHLETICS
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CHEERLEADERS
Another one of the many thankless responsibilities at Eastern is that of serving
as cheerleader. The cheerleading during the past year was of a very high cali-
bre and showed the result of many hours of tiresome drilling. The neglected
courtesy of recognizing the superior work of the above cheerleading foursome
of "Rusty" Wicklund, Nancy Lou Gentry. Marion Perkins, and Robert Beeler
is hereby extended.
I
1939 FOOTBALL RECORD
Eastern 21
Eastern 20
Eastern 39
Eastern 14
Eastern 2)
Eastern 6
Eastern 32
Eastern
Eastern 28
Carson-Newman ... 7
Cumberland
Transylvania 7
Central Mich 18
Georgetown
Morehead 7
Union 7
Western 26
Indiana Teachers. . . 7
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THE 1939 MAROON FOOTBALL SQUAD
Front row, left to right: Wilson, Cordon, Mowat, Thurman, Trainer Rose,
Cross, Tinnell, Yinger, and Flanagan.
Second row, left to right: Coach Rankin, Schuster, Hickman, B. Smith,
W. Smith, Davis, Ordich, Perry, Combs, R. Darling, and Morgan.
Third row, left to right: Mgr. Brown, Mayer, Locknane, Waters, Sorrell,
Tussey, Yeager, F. Darling, Hennessey, Cott, and Mgr. Perry.
FOOTBALL
CARL KEMP
Fullback, Weight 1 85 — Louisville
During the time of his activity in football
at Eastern, Carl was recognized as one of
the outstanding fullbacks of the state In
the second game of the 1939 season against
Cumberland University, on the opening
kickoff Kemp suffered a broken leg when
hit by a Cumberland blocker. As he was
being carried off the field Carl was making
his last appearance before Eastern football
fans as his injury kept him on the sidelines
the remainder of the season. His ability to
shatter opponents lines on short plunges
was missed and missed greatly. For his
ideals and the sportsman that he is, he will
not be forgotten.
li'
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WYATT THURMAN
Benham
Quarterback — Weight ) 62
Only a lunior and his second
year as first string quarterback,
"Spider" has shown himself to
be worthy of all laurels. His
ability as a player and field
general contributed much to the
Maroons successful season. He
was chosen as the most valuable
player in the K.I.A.C., being a
unanimous choice for the All-
K.I.A.C. Team.
CHARLES SCHUSTER
Chicago, Illinois
End — Weight 178
"Chuck" came to the Blue-
grass from the Windy City and
during his first year on the
varsity was the outstanding end
of the conference. "Chuck"
was chosen on the Associated
Press AII-K.I.A.C. Team.
EASTERN 21
CARSON NEWMAN 7
In their opening game of the
1939 season the Maroons rolled
over an aggressive Carson New-
man eleven from Jefferson City,
Tennessee, to the tune of 21-7.
Reaching pay dirt in the first,
second and fourth quarters the
big Red team vi'as never in danger.
Wyatt "Spider" Thurman and
Bert Smith shared honors in the
ball carrying department assisted
in no minor way by every member
of the Eastern squad. Scoring was
done by Carl Yeager on a pass. Si
Sorrel! recovering a fumble be-
hind the goal, and Carl Kemp
ploughing through the line. Sta-
tistics show that the game was
played on an even basis.
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EASTERN 20
CUMBERLAND U. 7
Cumberland next invaded the
Bluegrass and again a team from
the Volunteer State fell before
the onslaught of the Maroons.
Costly was this victory, when on
the opening kickoff Eastern's out-
standing fullback, Carl Kemp,
suffered a broken leg and saw no
more service during the season.
The Cumberland - Eastern game
was playec' in a driving rain, and
Eastern's superiority was even
greater than the final reading
that the score board showed The
Maroons piled up 15 first downs
to two for the visitors, and gained
275 yards to 47 for the Bulldogs.
At the half Eastern led by only
7-0, but at the opening of the
third stanza the boys in Red
marched 76 yards for a marker
scored by "Spider" Thurman;
later Smith passed to Schuster
for the final touchdown of the
game.
)AMES HENNESSEY
Dayton
End — Weight 173
"Red" has ended three years of
service at end for the Maroon
team. Steady and dependable,
this Irishman did his |ob well.
Long remembered will be his
play during the Morehead game
of 1939.
CARL YEACER
Newport
End — Weight 182
The loss of Yeager through
graduation will be keenly felt
by Eastern. Many times the
fans have come to their feet
as Carl reached high above the
defense to pick a pass out of
the air.
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MARION MORGAN
Fern Creek
Guard — Weight 194
"Butch" has played his last
game for Eastern. Long will his
ability and spirit be remem-
bered. Playing where praise is
seldom given, Morgan was a
stalwart both on defense and
offense.
L []
HARRY LOCKNANE
Covington
Guard — Weight ) 90
Playing his last year for the
Maroon and White, Harry con-
tinued to turn in the same high
type of ball that is characteristic
of his performances. An injury
in mid-season held him back
for some time.
HAROLD YINCER
lackson, Ohio
Center — Weight 170
Harold was a transfer from Rio
Grande junior College. The
Maroons badly needed a center
and Harold stood out at this
tough spot in the line. Back-
ing the line, he stopped the
drives of many Maroon oppo-
nents.
WALTER MAYER
Cold Spring
Guard — Weight 186
Alternating with Morgan and
Locknane, Walter turned in a
good performance every time.
Since both of the regular guards
are lost by graduation, Walter
IS expected to fill one of the
berths next fall. 92
EASTERN 39
TRANSYLVANIA 7
Playing their first K.I A.C. game,
the only night game of the season,
the Maroons rose to great heights
to humble the Transylvania Pio-
neers at Lexington. The game was
featured by the unprecedented
blocking of the Big Red team.
Transy was held without a first
down until late in the third quar-
ter. "Spider" Thurman and Bert
Smith were too much for the
home team as they slipped
through the line and circled the
ends almost at will. Bert counted
three times, "Spider" scored
once, and later passed to Nelson
Cordon for another touchdown.
Bill Cross, powerful Maroon full-
back was injured while tackling a
Transy runner, and suffered two
broken ribs. Transy's lone score
came on a pass late in the final
quarter.
EASTERN 14
CENTRAL MICHIGAN 18
2500 Homecoming fans saw an
outstanding Michigan eleven
erase the previously unmarred
record of the Maroons. Using a
deceptive double wingback the
Michigan lads plowed through the
line and took to the air when
necessary. The visitors scored
first; then Eastern, on a pass from
Thurman to Schuster made the
score 7-6 in favor of the Maroons.
It was a few minutes after this
that all the fans were thrilled as
the Bearcats' famed Wineski
passed to his battery mate,
Codleski, 40 yards away on the
E. T. C. goal line to go back into
the lead, Michigan's margin was
seriously threatened as the Thur-
man-to-Schuster combine clicked
again, and when the game ended
the Maroons were apparently
headed for the enemy goal again.
ORA TUSSEY
Portsmouth, Ohio
Tackle — Weight 210
Maroon opposition will not soon
forget this giant in the Eastern
forward wall, who time and
again stopped its offense. Ora's
size did not hinder him in the
least while performing for the
Big Red.
TRAVIS COMBS
Harlan
Halfback — Weight 171
"Tater", one of the Harlan trio,
gave everything he had as a
blocking back. Opposing ends
and backs soon learned to re-
spect the blocking ability of
this gentleman.
RALPH DARLING
Clouster, Ohio
Tackle — Weight 199
"Pug" made it known early that
he plays for keeps. He uses his
200 pounds to plug every hole
on his side of the forward wall
and he does it well.
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CLIFFORD TINNELL
Covington
Halfback — Weight 169
Cliff worked well at the wing-
back. Late in the season when
a fullback was needed he fitted
into that position like a veteran.
He IS only a sophomore and
much is expected from him in
the next two years.
HOWARD WATERS
Circleville, Ohio
Tackle — Weight 184
Waters, who was outstanding
last year on the freshman team,
continued his fine work as a
varsity tackle by turning in a
stellar performance in every
game.
WILLIAM CROSS
Oneida. Tennessee
Fullback — Weight 175
One of the most powerful
plungers in the state. Bill
caused much grief to Eastern
opposition as he time after time
plowed his way to pay dirt. De-
fensively, none can be found
better.
EASTERN 21
GEORGETOWN
Coming back strong to avenge
their first defeat of the season,
the Maroons took the Tigers from
Georgetown into camp by a 21-0
score. Eastern's first score came
in the first quarter when Bill
Cross. Eastern fullback, plunged
his way to pay dirt from the one
foot line. Bert Smith scored twice
for the Big Red. going over un-
touched both times. The Maroons
overwhelmed their opponents in
every way Came statistics show
that Eastern registered 16 first
downs to four for the Tigers and
rolled up a total of 320 yards
from scrimmage to a net 56 by
Georgetown The entire Maroon
squad saw action during the
game.
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EASTERN 6
MOREHEAD 7
In the annual "Hawg Rifle"
classic waged on Rowan County
soil, Morehead came out on top
by a 7-6 score. The Eagles could
credit a hard earned victory to
their backfield ace, Vaznellis,
who scored Morehead's touch-
down on a 39 yard run and then
place-kicked the extra point
which was the margin of their
victory "Spider" T h u r m a n
sparked the Maroons in a 70 yard
drive which was culminated by a
pass to Carl Yeager in the end
zone. The attempt at the extra
point was blocked. This victory
gave the Eagles a record of 3 wins
and one tie with Eastern in the
"Rifle" battles.
GEORGE ORDICH
Midland. Pa.
Fullback — Weight 170
When the Maroons needed that
extra yard for a first down it
was George who took the ball.
His doggedness and determina-
tion added much to the morale
of the Eastern team.
JAMES GOTT
Berea
End — Weight 175
Playing the flank, )im gave his
all while he was in the game;
he was always ready on both
the offense and defense to exert
every ounce of his strength to
win.
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WILLIAM HICKMAN
Covington
Tackle ~ Weight 180
Bill was a regular on the 1938
freshman team and last fall
continued his work on the
varsity. Only a sophomore,
Hickman will have two more
years of varsity competition.
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ROBERT MOWAT
Benham
Halfback — Weight 161
The man on the wing, Bob
carried out each assignment and
carried it out well. His vicious
blocks account for much of
Eastern's gains off tackle. He
IS a hard tackier and a fine
defensive man.
FRANK FLANAGAN
Richmond
Halfback — Weight 168
Although he is an accurate
passer he is used chiefly as a
blocking back by the Big Red.
Accepting his position dutifully
he always turns in a fine per-
formance.
fSml
NELSON CORDON
Richmond
End — Weight 158
Although the lightest man on
the Eastern squad, Cordon
made up for his size in fight
and determination. Being a
junior, more can be expected
from Nelson next year.
EASTERN 32
UNION 7
Still smarting from the Morehead
defeat the Maroons salved their
wounds by smothering the
Union Bulldogs by 32-7 in East-
ern's final home game. Eastern
tallied on the first play of the
game when "Spider" Thurman
intercepted Peace's pass and
sprinted 40 yards down the side-
line for the score. Bill Cross
scored next on a plunge through
the center of the line. Bert Smith
reached the promised land next
and to make things complete
Thurman passed to Schuster twice
for markers. Eastern did nothing
wrong and the breaks went
against Coach Bacon's boys on
several occasions. The Maroons'
lightning-like scores early in the
fray completely disheartened the
Barbourville boys who made sev-
eral desperate attempts to over-
come the Eastern lead.
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EASTERN
WESTERN 26
Western's long record of victories
over Eastern remained intact, but
for three quarters the Maroons
held the Hilltoppers at a 7-0
check. At the opening of the
final stanza Zoretic, Oliver, and
Magda combined forces to start
the Western steam roller which
went over the Eastern goal line
three times. Both elevens turned
in brilliant performances in de-
fensive play, but the superior
strength of Western began to tell
in the last quarter. Although the
Hilltoppers running attack fig-
ured prominently in accounting
for the scores, it was their dead-
ly passing attack that kept the
Maroons back on their heels.
FRED DARLING
Clouster, Ohio
Tackle — Weight 180
Shifted from end where he
played as a freshman to varsity
tackle, Fred was a mainstay in
the Maroon forward wall. Op-
posing backs had little love for
Fred and his jarring tackles.
BERT SMITH
Millfield, Ohio
161Quarterback — Weight
His first year in varsity compe-
tition, Bert has left his mark
on many of the gridirons. One
of the top scorers in the state
this young man has convinced
every one of his ability and
prowess.
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KENNETH PERRY
Lawrenceburg
Guard — Weight 167
Perry, to Eastern opponents, is
the original "little man who
wasn't there" when they at-
tempted to block him. One of
the best blockers and tacklers
to play in the Maroon line for
many years, and he still has two
more years to go.
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An integral part of any athletic
team is that made up of
managers and trainers. Little
does the average fan know of
the great amount of time which
the manager spends m cleaning
uniforms, oiling shoes, account-
ing for equipment, and m a
thousand other detailed duties
In the course of the season the
trainer tapes hundreds of ankles
and pounds for hours on the
"char ley -horses'" of tempera-
mental athletes. When the suc-
cess of Eastern athletic Jeams
ts brought to mind, considera-
tion should be given to the
trainers and the managers for
the important part they play in
keeping the squad in fighting
trim.
Bill Brown Manager
John Rose Trainer
Buford Griffith Manager
EASTERN 28
INDIANA TEACHERS 7
Eastern closed its season at Terre
Haute. Indiana with a 28-7 vic-
tory over Indiana State Teachers
College. Coach Rankin made the
statement following the game
that his boys played their best
ball of the season, and that they
did especially well in the depart-
ment of blocking Indiana scored
first when the Maroons fumbled
deep in their own territory, but
Thurman scored for Eastern a few
plays later and Morgan tied the
count with a placement, Bert
Smith figured in the next two
Eastern markers — carrying one
over and passing to Chuck
Schuster for the other "Spider"
added the final touchdown of the
game, and Marion Morgan ended
Eastern's scoring for the year with
his fourth placement of the after-
noon.
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FRESHMAN FOOTBALL SQUAD
Front Row: Harry Marks, joe Bill Siphers, Alfred Dressman, Norvin Ber
Rasnick, Franklin Reed, and Warren Crob.
Second Row: Walter Kurnik, Robert Coosens. Ted Benedett. Francis Haas.
Larry Lehmann, Harold White, and Cayle McConnell. Manager.
FRESHMAN FOOTBALL
The freshman football eleven played no actual
games, nevertheless it was a vital part of the
Eastern football machine. The freshmen learned
the plays of Eastern's opponents and practiced them
against the varsity, as the varsity prepared for its
games They helped the varsity to be able to win.
and in the meanwhile gained valuable experience
for themselves.
Eastern fans are looking forward to the advent of
several freshmen into varsity football next year.
In the forward wall such stalwarts as White.
Reed. Rasnick. and Haas will possibly hold forth.
In the backfield Siphers and Dressman may be seen
in action if any prediction can be made from their
fine showing in spring training
WALTER HILL
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1939-40 BASKETBALL RECORD
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Eastern 24 Central Michigan State. .20
Eastern 52 University of Louisville. .27
Eastern 70 Kentucky Wesleyan . . . . 36
Eastern 46 Morehead Teachers .... 39
Eastern 50 Berea College 38
Eastern 41 Morehead Teachers 35
Eastern 45 Western Teachers 32
Eastern 51 Kentucky Wesleyan . . . . 37
Eastern 41 Transylvania College . . . 35
Eastern 33 Western Teachers 53
Eastern 51 Centre College 34
Eastern 46 Berea College 38
Eastern 56 Union College 40
Eastern 42 Transylvania College ... .27
Eastern 50 Centre College 35
Eastern 53 Union College 35
K. I. AC. TOURNAMENT
Eastern 40 Transylvania College ... .35
Eastern 48 University of Louisville. .40
Eastern 30 Morehead Teachers 44
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Led by captain Virgil McWhorter in his last year as a Maroon hard-
wood performer, the all-powerful Eastern team of 1939-40 emerged from
its regular season with fifteen wins against a lone defeat. This record
was the best of the K.I.A.C or the S.I. A. A. but only the winners of the
tournaments are recognized as the champions of these athletic conferences.
The big red team swept aside all opposition until late m the season
when the high flying Western Hi 1 1 toppers invaded the Bluegrass and
handed the Rankmmen their initial setback in retaliation for the win
over them by Eastern earlier m the season.
In the annual Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic Conference tourna-
ment held at Eastern the Maroons reached the semi-finals where they were
set back by the Morehead Eagles.
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ROBERT ABNEY
Berea Forward
One of Eastern's athletic staff
members has said that he is
one of the all time greats in
basketball at Eastern, The fans
know him for his furious, deadly
ballplaying.
VERNON SHETLER
Navarre, Ohio Center
Playing at the pivot position he
reverses the orthodox procedure
and shoots with amazing accu-
racy with his left hand Big and
rangy, "Lefty is hard to guard
successfully.
CHARLES PERRY
Dayton Guard
He IS one of the most brilliant
ball handlers on the squad; a
team man. he never lets up
until the final whistle. Fans
are looking forward to watch-
ing Peck perform next season.
I ;
THE 1939-40 BASKETBALL SQUAD
Front row: Rose (Trainer), Perry, Schuster, Tinnell. Thurman. Smith, Abney,
and Brown (Manager!.
Back row: Griffith (Manager), Demoisey, Cott. Shetler, Tussey, Osborne,
McWhorter (Captain). Coach Rankin, and Mr T. E. McDonough,
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ORA TUS5E^
Portsmouth. Ohio Center
He g^^e his utmost to aid in
Maroon wins, it was he who
held down the high scoring
Tower\ as Eastern defeated
Western for the first time in
five seasons
SPIDER THURMAN
Benham Guard
He plays in the same fine man-
ner on the basketball floor as
on the gridiron. His ability to
make long shots has pulled the
Maroons through to a win sev-
eral times.
CLIFFORD TINK'ELL
Covington Guard
A marvel of muscular coordina-
tion, he IS the perfect fan s
basketball player, such flash
and consistency on the hard-
\vood have not been seen at
Eastern in many years
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HOMER OSBORNE
Walton Forward
When given the opportunity he
showed that he possesses great
ability as a basketball player.
In the future he may do much
for the Maroons with his accu-
rate shooting from near the
Sidelines.
CHARLES SCHUSTER
Chicago, Illinois Center
Playing his first year with the
Maroons he came through in
fine style. For a small man he
IS outstanding under the basket
and scores consistently on the
rebounds.
FRED DARLING
Clouster, Ohio Guard
It was late in the season when
he joined the squad, but he
seemed to be well versed in
the game; he was a steady, co-
operative player.
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FOX DeMOISEY
Walton Guard Ml
BERT SMITH
Ifield, Ohio Guard
Maroon foes respected his keen
shooting and feared his defen-
sive action. In his first year
as a varsity squad member he
consistently played great
basketball.
Aggressiveness and determina-
tion have made him a fine
ballplayer. When he goes into
the game his teammates know
that an able player is on the
floor.
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FRESHMAN BASKETBALL SQUAD
First Row: Walter Kurnik, Vernon Kalb, Francis Hall. Copper )ohn Campbell,
Billy Greene. Robert Worthmgton.
Second Row: Charles "Turkey" Hughes. Coach: Joe Bill Siphers, Joseph
Campbell. Norvin Ber Rasnick. D T Ferrell. Bruce Calder, Charles Dome
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL
The 1939 40 edition of the Baby Maroons, as in past years, was an out-
standing one Known to almost every Eastern basketball fan after his first
game was "Copper" John Campbell, all-state high school player from Hind-
man, who with his uncanny ability to hit the rim from almost any spot on
the floor gained the respect of all opponents of the Frosh
Other prospects of vatsity calibre were Francis Haas. Norvin Ber Rasnick.
Joe Bill Siphers. Vernon Kalb, Walter Kurnik The season's record:
Eastern 39
Eastern 44
Eastern 54
Eastern 27
Eastern 37
Eastern 29
Eastern 33
Eastern 48
Eastern 44
Eastern 59
Easterri 32
Wesleyan 23
Morehead 21
Berea 33
Morehead 37
Wesleyan 22
Kentucky 53
Centre 36
Berea 36
Transy 19
Centre 33
Kentucky 58
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BASEBALL TEAM
First Row: George Nash, Bert Smith, Bill Smith.
Cliff Tinnell, Harold Porter, John Bell, Charles
Perry, Charles Schuster,
Second Row: Arlie Noble, Tom Combs. Vernon
"Lefty" Shetler, Walter Hill, Donald Music, Carl
Yeager, Clarence Combs, )ohn Blevins
Third Row: George Hembree, Coach; Robert Beeler,
Harold Hibbitts,
BASEBALL
Playing with an almost entirely new team the
Maroon baseball nine in their two games played
before the Milestone went to press, showed strength
in every department. Back from last year's squad
are Donald Music and Charles Perry at first base,
Harold Porter in the outfield, and Carl Yeager and
Vernon Shetler pitching. Recruits are Bill Smith,
Bert Smith. Charles Schuster, George Nash and Cliff
Tinnell. At this writing Eastern has won two games
—defeating Earlham College of Richmond, Indiana
7-0 behind the two hit pitching of "Lefty" Shetler
and trouncing the University of Cincinnati by the
score of 12-5 behind the hurling of Carl Yeager.
Because of inclement weather conditions the Ma-
roons had very little outdoor practice until after
their first game, but lack of outdoor practice has
not detracted from their ability to win.
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TENNIS TEAM
Coach Charles "Turkey" Hughes, Harold Mills, Claude Harris, William Petty,
James Squires, Billy Farris, Coleman Whitaker, Robert Stinson.
TENNIS
When the 1940 Milestone went to press there had been virtually no
definite plan as to the tennis team which was to represent Eastern this
season. Coach Hughes in a late interview said that he considered this year's
group of aspirants for the tennis team as one of the best he has had to work
with in several years. Coach Hughes also stated that due to lack of courts his
expectations were none too high.
From observation it appears that Petty, Whitaker, Harris and Farris will
do much of the heavy work during the season. Other members of the squad
are Stinson, Mills, Squires and McSpadden.
THE TENNIS SCHEDULE:
Western April
Berea April
Centre May
Western May
Centre May
Union May
27 Home
29 Berea
6 Home
11 Bowling Green
16 Danville
18 Home
Union May 22 Barbourville
Berea May 25 Home
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SWIMMING TEAM
Robert Dickman, Coach; John Center, Morris Garrett, Paul Love, Coleman
Whitaker, James Brock, James Hennessey, Guy Whitehead.
SWIMMING
In seven swimming meets held during the 1940 season the Eastern
tankmen emerged with a record of two wins and five losses. The 1940
season marked the last for Coach and Captain Robert Dickman, who is not
only one of the greatest swimmers ever seen at Eastern but was an out-
standing swimmer in the state during his college career. Handicapped by
the lack of material, the Eastern mermen never let up as they defeated
Berea and Morehead and fell before the University of Kentucky, Maryville,
Murray, and Berea.
At the K.I.AC, meet at Morehead, Eastern was forced to accept second
place when they were unable to enter an eligible swimmer in the final event.
1940 SWIMMING RECORD
University of Kentucky 58
Maryville 50
Morehead 17
University of Kentucky 55
Murray 34
Maryville 38
Berea 40
Berea 27
Eastern 17
Eastern 25
Eastern 58
Eastern 24
Eastern 37
Eastern 35
Eastern 48
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TRACK TEAM
First Row; Cayle McConnell, Howard Hundemer, Anthony A. McCord, Virgil
McWhorter
Second Row: Bert Smith. Ora Tussey, Fred Darling, Walter Hill. Tom Samuels.
Coach; George Ordich, Bill Smith.
TRACK
Track has been Eastern's "struggling sport " for many years. It has been
a very difficult problem for Eastern track coaches to muster the necessary
material to form a representative track aggregation for the Maroon and
White. Spring football practice and baseball have required the time of
most of Eastern's track prospects which might otherwise have been given
to developing a track team. This year Eastern is fortunate in having its
largest track squad in several seasons, and track fans are hoping that this
interest will continue so that track will come into its own at Eastern Teachers
College The members of this year's track squad and the events in which
they participate are as follows: Bert Smith— pole vault, dash, broad |ump,
and relay: Bill Smith— pole vault; Walter Hill
—
javelin; Howard Hun-
demer— 100-yard dash and the half-mile, George Ordich—low hurdles,
relay, and 100-yard dash; Virgil McWhorter— 100 and 220-yard dashes,
the half-mile, broad jump, relay, and the mile: Robert Mowat—440-yard
dash; Ray Nelson
—
half-mile, mile, and two mile, Ora Tussey—shot put,
and discus; Anthony McCord— 100-yard dash, and the broad jump; Fred
Darling—shot put and the discus
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASSES AND ACTIVITIES
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The snapshot section of the Milestone portrays campus activity in its
intimate naturalness. A cross-section of campus life has been caught and
put into this book with the hope that it will call to mind similar in-
stances in the college experiences of not only the students in the pictures
but of everyone.
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VERTEBRAE OF EASTERN COMMITTEES
At Eastern—as on every college campus—there is found that
group of students which virtually forms the backbone of
many organizations with regard to carrying out various pro-
grams which are undertaken. The point has apparently been
reached that when someone accepts a responsibility he is
expected to carry out the entire task, even to the most minute
detail. Fortunately, we have on our campus some of those
people who are capable of serving as "one-man committees".
After accepting burdensome duties, these stagehands have
never complained as they have devoted many hours to doing
what should have been divided among several persons. With
the aim of recognizing people who have had the concern of
their different groups at heart and who have worked un-
selfishly in accomplishing things for them, this section of
the Milestone is dedicated. The Milestone staff feels certain
that in making its selection, deserving persons may have
been overlooked, but it is the hope of the staff that this
section of the book will appear every year and that persons
who might not have been mentioned this time will be con-
sidered in future editions of the Milestone.
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MARTHA EUBANK
Martha Eubank came to the front as
president of the Home Economics Club
and in that position she worked tirelessly,
|ust as she did on various other com-
mittees—notably the Senior girls' recep-
tion and dinner.
ANN RODCERS
The quite unselfishness of Ann Rodgers
and her untiring devotion toward helping
others m her work as a desk girl and in
the YW.C.A. has earned for her the
fondest admiration of her associates.
DOROTHY DUNAWAY
Dorothy Dunaway has held membership
in the most active clubs on the campus,
and the part which she has played m
their activities speaks for itself. Her
work in the L.T.C. and the Kappa Delta
Pi vouch for this statement.
lEAN CAINES
Jean Games, with her cheerful smile and
eagerness to do something for everyone
who contracts her as a desk girl and
in other campus activities holds a posi-
tion of respect rarely attained.
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RICHARD BROWN
For Richard Brown if suffices to say that
on more than one occasion he proved
himself to be a "one-man organization."
He has always been ready to assume the
unpleasant task that others turned down.
ARTHUR KLEIN
It is useless to say that musical programs
play a prominent part on the calendar at
Eastern. For several years Arthur Klein
has literally set the stage for every type
of musical concert on the campus.
BILLr FARRIS
Certainly the thought of receiving recog-
nition did not enter the mind of Billy
Farris when he undertook such tasks as
getting transportation for the Y retreats
or the chairmanship of the finance com-
mittee of the Junior class.
)IM STAYTON
When Eastern students attended the all-
campus Christmas party, few knew that
it was almost solely carried out by Jim
Stayton. A tireless worker and a con-
scientious helper—Jim is a good person
to place a responsibility upon.
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F. A. ENCLE
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of
Mathematics.
MRS. ROBERT SEEVERS
B. Mus., A.B., M. Mus.
Assistant Professor of
Music.
THOMAS STONE
B. Mus.
Assistant Professor of
Music.
JANE CAMPBELL
B. Mus., A.B., A.M.
Assistant Professor of
Music,
ROME RANKIN
A.B., A.M.
Assistant Professor of
Physical Education; Ath-
letic Coach.
LUCILLE WHITEHEAD
B.S., B.S. in Library
Science
Assistant Librarian.
O. D. LASCOE
B.S., M. Ed,
Assistant Professor of
Industrial Arts.
H. H. LaFUSE
A B., M.S., Ph D.
Associate
Biology.
Professor of
E. D. JENKINS
A.B., M.A,, Ph.D,
Associate Professor of
Mathematics,
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FACULTY
CATHERINE ACNA VIRGIL BURNS ELIZABETH CHERRY
B. Mus. A.B., M.A. A.B., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Assistant Professor of Assistant Professor of
Music. Government and Histc ry. Physical Education.
RALPH W. WHALIN
B.S., M. Ed.
CORA LEE
B.S., M.A.
R. R. RICHARDS
A.B., M.B.A.
Assistant Professor
Industrial Arts.
of Assistant Professor
Education.
of
Assistant Professor of
Commerce.
MARY FRANCES
RUTH DIX P. M. GRISE McKINNEY
B.S., M.A. A.B., M.A. B.S., M.A.
Associate Professor of Assistant Professor of Associate Professor of
Home Economics. English. Geography.
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FACULTY
MARGARET
LINCENFELSER
A.B., M.A.
Assistant Professor of
Elementary Education.
NOEL B. CUFF
B.S., A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology.
MARGARET NEALE
A.C., M.A.
English Critic in Model
High School.
GEORGE
B.C.S.,
Assistant
Health &
cation.
N. HEMBREE
A.B., M.A.
Professor of
Physical Edu-
MARY FLOYD
A.B., M.A., B.S. in
Library Science
Librarian.
W. F. O'DONNELL
A.B., M.A.
Supervisor of Student
Teaching, Richmond City
Schools.
RUBY RUSH
A.B., A.M.
Assistant
Latin.
Professor of
A. D. HUMMELL
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Professor of Physics.
MAUDE GIBSON
Assistant
Art.
Professor of
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FACULTY
ALMA RECENSTEIN
B.S.
Assistant Professor of
Home Economics; Super-
vising Teacfier, Model
High School.
J. DORLAND COATES
B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of In-
dustrial Arts and Science;
Principal, Model High
School.
R. A. EDWARDS
A.B., A.M.
Professor of Education;
Director of Training
School.
KERNEY ADAMS
A.B., A.M.
Associate
History.
Professor of
JANET MURBACH
A.B., A.M.
Docteur de I'universite de
Toulouse, France; Pro-
fessor of French.
MAX HOUTCHENS
B.S., A.M.
Supervising Teacher,
Model High School.
ISABEL BENNETT
A.B., B.S. in Library
Science
Assistant Librarian.
CAPT. EUGENE M. LINK
B.S.
Assistant Professor of
Military Science and Tac-
tics.
J. D. FARRIS
A.M., M.D.
Professor of Health Edu-
cation; College Physician.
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FACULTY
WILLIAM A. MOORE MAY C. HANSEN DEAN W. RUMBOLD
A.B., A.M., Ph.D. B.S., M.A. B.S., Ph.D.
Professor of Economics
and Commerce.
Associate Professor of
Education.
Professor of Biology.
VIRGINIA F. STORY
B.S., MA.
1. T. DORRIS
A,B., A.M., Ph.D.
MRS. MARY EDMUNDS
BARNHILL
A.B., M.A., LL.B.
Assistant Professor of
Elementary Education;
Supervising Teacher, Ele-
Professor of History and
Government.
Associate Professor of
English.
mentary Training School. ELLEN PUCH TOM C. SAMUELS
L. C. KENNAMER
A.B., B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of Geography
and Geology.
A,B., A.M.
Assistant Professor of
Elementary Education;
Supervising Teacher, Ele-
mentary Training School.
Ph.C., B.S., M.S.
Assistant Athletic Coach;
Instructor of S c i e n c e;
Supervising Teacher,
Model High School.
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FACULTY
SAMUEL WALKER
A.B., M.A.
Assistant Professor of
History; Supervising
Teacher, Model High
School.
PEARL BUCHANAN
A.B., M.A.
Assistant
English.
Professor of
MEREDITH COX
B.S.. M.A.
Associate Professor
Chemistry.
of
EDITH FORD
BC.S., A.B., A.M.
Assistant Professor of
Commerce.
D. T. FERRELL
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Education.
GLADYS TYNC
B.S., M.A.
Associate Professor of
Education.
LT. COL.
C. W. CALLAHER
B.S., M.A.
Professor of Military Sci-
ence and Tactics.
ELIZABETH WILSON
B.S., M.A.
Assistant Professor of
Elementary Education;
Supervising Teacher, Ele-
mentary Training School.
T. C. HERNDON
B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Chemistry.
of
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FACULTY
GERTRUDE M. HOOD
A.B., A.M.
Assistant Professor of
Health and Physical Edu-
cation.
A. B. CARTER
B.S., M.A.
Associate Professor
Agriculture.
of
A. L. LASSITER
B,S., M.A.
Principal of Richmond
City Schools.
ANNA CILL
B.C.S., A.B., M.A.
Assistant Professor of
Commerce.
GERMANIA WINGO
B.S., M.A.
Assistant Professor of
Elementary Education;
Supervising Teacher, Ele-
mentary Training School.
GEORGE CUMBERT
B.S., M.S.
Assistant Professor
Agriculture.
of
W. L. KEENE
B.S., M.A.
Associate
English.
Professor of
FRANCIS MASON
A.B., A.B. in
Library Science
Assistant Librarian.
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SMITH PARK BROWN TELFORD CAPT. HUGH P. ADAMS
B.S., M.S.. Ph.D.
essor of Mathematics.
Assistant
Music,
B.S.
Professor of
Assistant Professor o f
Military Science and
Tactics,
ROY C. CLARK
A.B.. A.M., Ph.D.
essor of English,
DORD FITZ
A.B,
Assistant Professor
Art.
of
ALLIE FOWLER
B.S., M,A,
Assistant Professor of
Art.
SAUL
A.B.,
HOUNCHELL
M.A,, Ph D.
FREDERIC P.
B. Mus., B.A.
GILES
MA.
Assistant
English.
Professor of
Professor of Art,
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FACULTY
KATIE CARPENTER
A.B.. A.M.
Supervising Teacher,
Rural Demonstration
School.
N. C. DENISTON
B.M.T., B.S.. M.S.
Professor of Industrial
Arts.
ANNA SCHNEIB
A.B., A.M , Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Education.
JAMES E.
VAN PEURSEM
A.B., B. of Music
Professor of Music.
MARY BURRIER
B.S., M.S.
Assistant Professor of
Home Economics.
T. E. McDONOUCH
B.S., M.A.
Associate Professor of
Health & Physical Edu-
cation; Director of Ath-
letics.
BETSY ANDERSON
B.S.
Training School Librarian.
CHARLES T. HUGHES
A.B., M.A.
Assistant Professor of
Physical Education.
ANNIE ALVIS
A.B.. M.A.
Assistant Professor of
Elementary Education;
Supervising Teacher. Ele-
mentary Training School.
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
SAM BECKLEY LOIS COLLEY
Assistant Director of Ex- Assistant to Alumni Sec-
tension, retary.
KATHERINE MORGAN
Secretary to President;
Secretary to Board of
Regents.
MAYE M. WALTZ
Secretary to Dean.
EDITH MclLVAIN
Supervisor of Cafeteria.
MRS. HELEN PERRY
Recorder, Registrar's Of-
fice.
EMMA OSBORNE
Secretary to Extension
Director.
BESSIE H. CRICCS
Information Clerk.
MRS. GLADYS K.
NORSWORTHY
Cashier.
G. M. BROCK
Business Agent.
KATHERYN McNUTT
Stenographer, Business
Office.
W. A. AULT
Superintendent, Buildings
and Grounds.
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
FRED BALLOU
Book Store Clerk.
MRS. ELMER BLAIR
Assistant Bookkeeper and
Stenographer.
FAY WATSON
Stenographer, Registrar's
Office.
MRS. MILTON
BARKSDALE
Secretary to Registrar.
MRS. KATHARINE
CHENAULT
Hostess, Student Union.
EDNA WHITE
Registered Nurse.
EUNICE WINCO C. O. BRYANT
Secretary to Dean of Supervisor of Student
Women.
VIRGINIA CARLSON
Stenographer, Dean's Of-
fice.
MRS. HARRY BLANTON
House Mother, Burnam.
Union Recreation Room.
LOUISE BROADDUS
Stenographer; Business
Office.
E. P. McCONNELL
Bookkeeper.
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Extra-curricular activities at Eastern are closely correlated with the
classroom program. The work of organizations on the campus has been
greatly facilitated by having as meeting places the fine conference rooms
in the new Student Union Building. As the school grows, and educational
activities progress, the work of other student groups also goes forward.
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WILLIAM ADAMS, Editor GEORGE POWERS. Business Manager
THE MILESTONE
WILLIAM E. ADAMS Editor
GEORGE R. POWERS Business Manager
N. G, DENISTON Faculty Advisor
CLARKE GRAY Associate Editor
PHILIP HODGE Art Editor
OSCAR ESTES
| a . . a . rj .
} Assistant Art EditorsMARY CASEY I
FRANK FLANAGAN) <- , ^.^
y Sports EditorsWALTER HILL (
FRANK WILCOX Military Editor
RUTH CATLETT Literary Editor
MORRIS GARRETT Snapshot Editor
G. M. BROCK ) c^ « Du . u
V Staff Photographers
HAROLD HALL) ®
PARK SMITH Secretary
CLASS REPRESENTATIVES
Senior
Eldora Chamberlin
Richard Brown
Frances Little
James Stayton
Sophomore
Susan Biesack
Eileen Frame
William C. Petty
Junior
Hugolene McCoy
James Brock
CLYDE ROUSE I
ANN STICLITZJ
Freshman
Ann Allen
Robert Beeler
. . . .Compositors
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MILESTONE STAFF
Hugolene McCoy Ruth Catlett
Clyde Rouse
Frank Flanagan
Sue Biesack
Walter Hill
N. C. Deniston, Sponsor Philip Hodge Eldora Chamberlin Park Smith
Frances Little James Stayton
Eula Mae Brock Eileen Frame
Oscar Estes
Robert Beeler C. M. Brock
Morris Garrett
William Petty
Mary Casey
Clarke Cray
Frank Wilcox Harold Hall
Richard Brown
Ann Stiglitz James Brock Ann Allen
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MARY ACNES FINNERAN, Editor WILLIAM C. PETTY, Business Manager
THE PROGRESS
PROGRESS PLATFORM
A modified system of student government.
A weekly school publication.
A more active alumni association.
Continued expansion of college departments.
Continued thoughtfulness in regard to college property.
A greater Eastern.
EDITORIAL STAFF
MARY ACNES FINNERAN Editor
RUTH CATLETT Associate Editor
RENO OLDFIELD Managing Editor
EVELYN ZAKEM News Editor
FOCLE CODBY Sports Editor
SUSAN BIESACK Feature Editor
VIRCINIA MARZ Society Editor
ED lARVIS Library Editor
PHILIP HODCE Art Editor
BUSINESS STAFF
WILLIAM C. PETTY Business Manager
MARY LIDA MclLVAINE Exchange Editor
RUTH FLANARY Secretary
REPORTERS
Ann Stiglitz Madge Jones Muriel Adams
Nora Mason Betty Criffitt Woodford Hall
Orville Byrne Mildred Cortney Verna Niblack
Natalie Murray Ora Tussey Miriam Harvard
Paul Brandes Vivian Morgan Jean Zagoren
Jimmy Squires Vera Marz juanita Crizzell
Rose Wiley Vera Maybury Cuy Hatfield
Betty Lou Mayer Beryl Zimmerman
Kathryn Underwood Bob Stinson
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PROGRESS STAFF
Verna Niblack Philip Hodge Sue Biesack
Virginia Marz Ruth Catlett
Ruth Flanary Reno Oidfield Vera Marz
Guy Hatfield James Squires
Robert Stinson Fogle Codby Woodford Hall
Jean Zagoren Juanita Crizzell
Mary Lida Mcllvaine Beryl Zimmerman Nora Mason
Evelyn Zakem Betty Criffitt
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LITTLE THEATRE CLUB
FRANK WILCOX President
ELIZABETH CULTON Vice-President
JOHN T. HUGHES Treasurer
JAMES STAYTON Business Manager
MISS PEARL BUCHANAN Sponsor
Miss Pearl Buchanan Frank Wilcox James Stayton
John Hughes Elizabeth Culton
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LITTLE THEATRE CLUB
Betty Sturm James Squires Marguerite Rivard
Vera Maybury Dorothy Dunaway
Raymond Coodlet Jane Taylor Venard Jones
Frances Jaggers Vivian Weber
Martha Cadberry Ann Stiglitz Frances Little
Robert Stinson Walter Mayer
Dorothy Dorris Mary Agnes Finneran Dorothy Eggenspiller
Theda Dunavent Doris Massey
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WOMEN'S RESIDENCE
Sullivan
VIRGINIA STITH President
DOROTHY PRATT Vice-President
VIRGINIA CARLSON Secretary
LUCILLE BURY Treasurer
Mary Frances Orme Virginia Stith Dorothy Pratt Virginia Carlson
Evelyn Marshall Margaret Jenkins Anna Meade Graham Jane Taylor
Roberta Riggs Evelyn Zakem Lucille Bury Jean Zagoren
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HALL ORGANIZATIONS
Burnam
RUTH CATLETT President
BETTY STURM Vice-President
MILDRED CORTNEY Treasurer
VIVIAN WEBER Secretary
Betty Sturm Ruth Catlett Vivian Weber Mildred Cortney
Ann Stiglitz Mary Moss Sue Toadvine Dorothy Hutchinson
Mary Katherine May Dorothy Payne Sallie Hobbs
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Y.W.C.A. CABINET
EVELYN CONRAD President
JEAN CAINES Vice-President
VIRGINIA CARLSON Secretary
VERA MAYBURY Treasurer
MARY FRANCES McKINNEY Sponsor
Vera Maybury Jean Caines Virginia Carlson
Evelyn Conrad Mary Frances McKinney
Evelyn Marshall Lucille Bury Sally Hobbs
Mary Helen Caywood Mary Frances Clarke
Anna Meade Graham Dorothy Dunaway Mildred Cortney
Ann L. Stigiitz Mary Elizabeth Bell
Shirley Crites Katherine Evans Mary Ann Rodgers
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Y.W.C.A. MEMBERSHIP ROLL
Abner, Rae
Adams, Dorothy
Adams, Muriel
Allen, Bernice
Allen, Hazel
Bach, Jean
Bailey, Sarah
Bell, Mary Ann
Bell, Mary E.
Beryl, Ruth
B'Hymer, Edna
Biesack, Susan
Black, Mary K.
Boian, Eva Dean
Boucher, Julia
Bowen, Onita C.
Bowman, Myrtle
Boyd, Anna Lee
Boyd, Jean Frances
Brinkley, Wanda
Brooks, Sara
Burgin, Carnett
Bury, Lucille M.
Bush, Neva Cayle
Byrne, Orville
Caines, Jean
Cammack, Martha
Campbell, Nancy
Carlson, Virginia
Cassady, Mary B.
Caster, Betsy
Caywood, Mary Helen
Cecil, Nora F.
Chamberlin, Eldora
Chumbley, Mabel
Clark, Melba
Coleman, Jewell
Colvin, Helen
Cox, Sadie
Crawford, Violet
Dawn, Mary
David, Kathryn
Dehnert, June
Deuel, Mary
Diamond, Mary
Dicken, Vivian
Dolan, Aline
Dowling, Ann
Dunaway, Dorothy
Dunaway, Eleanor
Durrett, Helen
Eads, Faye
Eads, Mary H.
Easterling, Sylvia
Esham, Juanita
Evans, Katherine
Fawbush, Mae
Flynn, Sue Helen
Frame, Aileen
Garriott, Trudy
Gillespie, Octa
Gilly, Georgia
Gortney, Mildred
Graham, Anna Meade
Gray, Alice
Criffitt, Betty
Gritton, Callie
Grizzell, juanita
Croger, Glenna
Haley, Helen
Hall, Helen
Harvard, Miriam
Haynes, Charlotte
Hedges, Mary Emma
Held, Virginia
Hereford, Pauline
Hoagland, Alberta
Hobbs, Sally
Holder, Maude Hess
Horn, Anna Louise
Howell, LaVerne
Hughes, Ruby
Hurst, lean
Hurst, Josephine
Hutchison, Dorothy
Jenkins, Margaret
Jones, Mabel
Justice, Alberta
Kenney, Betty
Kottmyer, Ruth
Laile, Dorothy
Lea, Mary Louise
Lea, Ruth
Leach, Betty
Leake, Felonise
Lemon, Doriselwood
Lewallen, Helen
Lewallen, Lillian
Lewis, Juanita
Liddell, Mrs. Lamah
Litsey, Betsy
Logsdon, Mildred
Lucy, Mary Lou
Lynn, Mildred
Marshall, Evelyn
Mason, Nora
Massey, Doris
Mathewson, Thelma
May, Anna J.
May, Mary Kathryn
Maybury, Vera
McCarthy, Katherine
Mayer, Betty Lou
McClanahan. Mary Elizabeth
McGuire, Christine
Miller, Jean
Minch, Alma
Miracle, Mabel
Muncy, Margaret
Murray, Natalie
Nesbitt, Hieatt
Newell, Sally
Newman, Ruth
Noe, Louanna
Oldfield, Reno
Perkins, Emma
Perkins, Marion
Pittinger, Helen
Porter, Jean
Powers, Lucille
Preston, Anna Louise
Ramsey, Lydia
Rice, Adele
Rodgers, Mary Ann
Ruschelle, Julianne
Salisbury, Shirley
Sallee, Katheryn
Salyers, Ethel
Sams, Nora
Sanderson, Lorraine
Saunders, Anna
Shearer, Mary
Schindler, Rosella
Schneider, Charlotte
Schoulties, Anna L.
Smith, Inez
Snow, Kathleen
Snyder, Pauline
Spears. Jane
Stevens, Ida May
Stiglitz, Ann
Stith, Virginia Carroll
Strong, Cleta
Sturm, Betty
Sudduth, Scottie
Sweeney, Jean
Taylor, Jane
Taylor, Lillie
Thomas, Ann
Thomas, Helen Irene
Topper, Ethel
Trent, Imogene
Tumey, Lucille
Turpin, Mildred
Umstadt, Ellen
Underwood, Kathryn
Vermillion, Kate
Virgin, Mildred
V^agoner, Mary
Walther, Mary
Watson, Mildred
Webb, Ethel
Weber, Vivian
Wells, Dorcella
Wilder, Peggy
Wigglesworth, Virginia
Wilson, Ida
Wyatt, Fannie B.
Young, Rosalind
Yafes, Mildred
Zagoren, Jean
Zakem, Evelyn
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Y.M.C.A. CABINET
JAMES STANFIELD President
JOHN SPRATT Vice-President
HAROLD WICKLUND Secretary
EDWARD CABBARD Treasurer
DR. J. D. FARRIS Sponsor
Harold Wicklund Edward Cabbard Jack Spratt James Stanfield
Hansford Farris Harold Hall Virgil Taylor Dr. J. D. Farris
George Powers Robert Dils Raymond Coodlett Dick Brown
Edward Baumer
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PI OMEGA PI
NATIONAL HONORARY COMMERCE FRATERNITY
DONOVAN COOPER President
VIRGINIA PERRAUT Vice-President
EMMA OSBORNE Secretary
GEORGE POV^ERS Treasurer
R. R. RICHARDS Sponsor
George Powers Virginia Perraut Emma Osborne Donovan Cooper
W. ]. Moore Betty Sturm Martha Barksdale R. R. Richards
Max Houtchens Lorene Estridge
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SOCIAL SCIENCE CLUB
CHARLES A. KEITH Sponsor
MARGUERITE RlVARD President
JEAN PORTER Secretary
CHARLES STAMPER Treasurer
John Center Jean Porter Marguerite Rivard Charies Stamper
Naomi McHargue Bentley J. Hilton Claude Howard Ann Thomas
Elmore Ryle Ella Hill Agnes Pendergrass Rector Jones
Sylvia Jones Evelyn Zakem Clyde Lewis Mary Diamond
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SCIENCE CLUB
JAMES STANFIELD President
RAY HUCK Vice-President
JOSEPHINE PARK Secretary & Treasurer
T. C. HERNDON Sponsor
Ray Huck James Stanfield Josephine Park Morris Garrett George Watson
George Powers Mary Frances Lehman Wallace Brammel Rubye Moreland Hubert Jones
William Keating Jerre Noland Margaret Witt James Alley Marjorie Lively
Robert Dickman Alvis Coyle
it
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ELEMENTARY COUNCIL
SHIRLEY CRITES President
MARY HELEN CAYWOOD Vice-President
MISS MAE HANSEN Sponsor
MRS. lULIAM TYNC Sponsor
Miss Mae Hansen Shirley Cntes Mary H. Caywood Mrs. Julian Tyng Mildred Estes Helen Thomas
Ann Stiglitz Mabel White Ruth Brock Mary K. Black Mary F. Clarke Ann Rodgers
Dorothy Dunaway Veda Cornn Kate Vermillion Grace Dotson Betsy Caster Wilma Allen
Ethel Bowling Katherine Evans Lucille Bury )ean Caines Zelma Cerrard Mildred Reynolds
Roberta Riggs Georgia Gilly Evelyn Marshall Marion Perkins Kathryn Stewart
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WORLD AFFAIRS CLUB
CLYDE ROUSE President
SYLVIA lONES Vice-President
SARAH LONG Secretary .
DONALD MUSIC Treasurer
L. C. KENNAMER Sponsor
L. C. Kennamer Sylvia )ones Clyde Rouse Sarah Long Donald Music Mary F. Clarke
Sara Bailey Lamah O. Liddell Marion Perkins Marguerite Rivard Veda Cornn Clarke Cray
Guy Whitehead Dorothy Dunaway Lucille Bury Dabney Doty Kate Vermillion Reno Oldfield
loan Richard Callie Critton Ann Stiglitz Mabel White Katherine Stewart Clyde Lewis
Virginia Stith Fannie Wyatt Katherine Evans M. A. Finneran
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CANTERBURY CLUB
MARY KATE DEATHERACE President
LUCILLE BURY Vice-President
HELEN KLEIN Secretary
ANN THOMAS Treasurer
DR. ROY CLARK Sponsor
Dr. Roy Clark M. K. Deatherage Lucille Bury
Mary Helen Eads Ray Coodlett Jean Porter
Mary Lou Lucy Robert Stinson Ruth Catlett
Olive Gabriel
Ann Thomas Atlanta Cox Emma Osborne
Mary F. Clarke Clyde Rouse Mary Diamond
M. A. Finneran John Center Dorothy Payne
Vera Maybury Lamah O. Liddell Dorothy White
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IOTA ALPHA GAMMA
INDUSTRIAL ARTS CLUB
DABNEY DOTY President
HOMER DAVIS Vice-President
DUDLEY SPARKS Secretary
JOE C. MORGAN Treasurer
N. C. DENISTON Sponsor
N. C. Deniston Joe Morgan Dudley Sparks Dabney Doty Homer Davis Claude Howard
O. D. Lascoe Calfee Colson Tilton Bannister T. J. O'Hearn Denver Sams Carl Kemp
Ralph Whalin Vi/yatt Thurman Joe Franklin John Garth Fred Hartje Morris Rutledge
Harold Winburn Jack Childers Donald Music Willard Sandidge
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MATHEMATICS CLUB
ROBERT DICKMAN President
RAYMOND HUCK Vice-President
MARY FRANCES LEHMAN Secretary
RICHARD BROWN Treasurer
DR. SMITH PARK Sponsor
Dr. Smith Park Ethel Topper Robert Dickman Mary F. Lehman Dr. E. D. )enkins
Marie Hughes John Tollner Delmar Wallace Blanton Wilson Mary Stayton
Harold Wicklund James Alley Carl Mims Alvis Coyle D, T. Ferrell
Charles E. Spears Mary Billingsley Ray Huck Juanita Crizzell Richard Brown
Guy Hatfield Mildred Cable Ora Watts
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ALPHA ZETA KAPPA
ELMORE RYLE President
RUTH CATLETT Vice-President
VIRGINIA PERRAUT Secretary
A. ). HAUSELMAN Treasurer
DR. SAUL HOUNCHELL Sponsor
Dr. Saul Hounchell Virginia Perraut Elmore Ryle Ruth Catlett Bette Allen
Vera Maybury Betty Criffitt Charlotte Haynes Juanita Crizzell Ann Allen
Olive Gabriel Lucille Tumey Roy Bezold Trudy Garriot Mildred Gortney
Mary Billingsley Evelyn Zakem Atlanta Cox Phyliss Satterlee
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SIGMA TAU PI
HAROLD WICKLUND President
GEORGE POWERS Vice-President
BETTY STURM Secretary
FAY WATSON Treasurer
DR W. |. MOORE Sponsor
R. R. RICHARDS Sponsor
W. ). Moore Harold Wicklund George Powers Fay Watson Betty Sturm R. R. Richards
Tom Combs Ella Hill Evaleen Lewis Marian Campbell Helen Tenney Virgil Taylor
Martha Gadberry Ruth Ammerman William Adams Vera Marz Dick Dickerson Virginia Marz
). Dishmon Collins Virginia Perraut Ruth Flanary Anna Meade Graham Lorene Estridge Woodford Hall
Arthur Lucas Miss Edith Ford Edward Cabbard Naomi McHargue Virginia Carlson Donovan Cooper
Katheryn Pittman Davis John Suter Hugolene McCoy Charlee Dee Campbell Rector Jones Esther Dillman
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KAPPA DELTA PI
NATIONAL HONORARY EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY
JAMES STANFIELD President
ROBERT DICKMAN Vice-President
MARTHA BARKSDALE Recorder, Treasurer
ANN STICLITZ Historian
DOROTHY DUNAWAY Program Chairman
M. E. MATTOX Counselor
M. E. Mattox Ann Stiglitz Dorothy Dunaway Robert Dickman Martha Barksdale James Stanfield
Laura Katherine Evans Mary Helen Caywood H. L. Donovan W. C. Jones Mary Kate Deatherage Frances Jaggers
Evelyn Conrad W.J.Moore Evelyn Marshall Dorothy White Clyde Lewis Anna D. Gill
D. T. Ferrell Roberta Riggs James Alley Anna Schneib Allie Fowler Virgil Burns
Virginia Perraut Mary Frances McKinney Mane Hughes Margaret Witt Mar|orie Lively Ruby Rush
F. A. Engle Lamah O. Lidded Saul Hounchell Dorothy Pratt Clyde Rouse
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FUTURE TEACHERS OF AMERICA
ROBERT DICKMAN President
LORENE ESTRIDCE Vice-President
VIRGINIA CARLSON Secretary & Treasurer
). DORLAND COATES Sponsor
First row: J. Dorland Coates, Lorene Estndge, Robert Dickman, Virginia Carlson, Imogene
Trent, Josephine Park, Mary Stayton.
Second row: Olive Gabriel, Frances Jaggers, Evelyn Conrad. Lucille Bury, Mary Helen Caywood,
Claude Howard, Mildred Gorfney.
Third row: Jack Spratt, Virginia Perraut, Mary Billingsley, Raymond Huck, Laura Katherinel
Evans, Dorothy White, James Stanfield.
Fourth row: Dorothy Pratt, James Squires, Shirley Crites, Mary Agnes Finneran, Mary Kate
Deatherage, Guy Whitehead, Sue Biesack.
Fifth row: Mane Hughes, Vera Maybury, Clarke Gray, Dorothy Dunaway, Dabney Doty, Ruth
Catlett, Vivian Weber.
Sixth row: Ann Stiglitz, Clyde Lewis, Jean Porter, Charlotte Haynes.
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LECERCLE FRANCAIS
Betty Lewis
Ruth Catlett
Mary Helen Eades
Mary Kate Deatherage
Dorothy Payne
Jeanne Murbach
Dr. Janet Murbach
Dorothy White
Patsy Elmore Anne Etta Simmons Mary Anne Collins Olive Cabnel Orville Byrne
Eloise Williams Juanita Robinette Marilou Lea Dorothy Pratt Mary )o Leeds
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MEN'S GLEE CLUB
First Row: Chris R. Kilgus, Paul Brandes. John Hughes. Nelson Lamkin. David Minesinger, Guy
Warming, Ray Coodlett. |ames Walker, Jack Spratf, Donovan Cooper. Virgil Taylor, Delbert
Kennedy-
Second Row: William Buerger, Dudley Sparks, Alan Yelton, Winston Strunk, Harold Wicklund,
Dick Allen, William C. Petty, John Tollner, Billy Eaton, John Jones, David Barnes, Walker P.
Mayo.
Third Row: Arthur Wickersham. George Seevers, Paul Hounchell, David Anthony, James Prater,
James E. Van Peursem, Paul Love, Arthur Klein, Herbert Hunter, Oscar Estes, Frank Wilcox,
James Squires.
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MADRIGAL CLUB
First Row; Ann Etta Simmons, Lucille Borders. Sara Brooks, Kathleen Clark, Virginia Meyers,
Mary Helen Caywood, Mrs. Robert Seevers, Ann Rodgers, Katherine Stewart, Beulah Bowles.
Mary Martha Cadberry, Anna Langdon.
Second Row; Alma Richardson, Dotti Brock, Willanna Hendren, Dorothy Pratt, Dorothy
Dunaway, Orville Byrne, Lucille Bury, Elizabeth Flowers, Dons Massey, Mane Hughes, Imogene
Trent, Vera Maybury, Billie Clark.
Third Row; )ane Jones, Dorothy Dorris, Martha Cammack, Elizabeth Browning Culton, Betty
Sturm, Phyllis Robertson. Frances Little. Delia Pointer, Helen Klein, Dorothy Payne, Martha
Eubank, Vivian Weber, Shirley Crites.
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HARLAN COUNTY CLUB
First Row; Gladys Woolum, Fosfina Vanover, Shirley Peterson, Eloise Wallace, Helen Ball,
Virgie Scott, Helen Llewallen, Georgia Gily, Ivan Ball, Mildred Watson, Robert Sentz, Char-
lene Kitts.
Second Row; Louanna Noe. Robert Mowat. Peggy Wilder, Wyatt Thurman, Eileen Frame,
)im Brock, Pauline Caywood, Bernice Pace, Gladys Yeary, Anna Lee Gregory, Hobart Hansard,
Muriel Adams, Gene Farley.
Third Row; Cecil Unthank, Blanche Saylor, Lydia Boggs, Shirley Salisbury, Anna Louise Horn,
Cecil Wilson,
Fourth Row; Bettina Fouts, L G Kennamer, Sponsor; Mary Matt Taylor, Edwin Howard,
Mary Lee Howard, Jess Saylor, Fay Eva Asbury, Lawrence Gilliam, Bill Ramey, Claude Mc-
Spadden.
Fifth Row; Billy Cowden, Glen Rose Saylor. Joe Bill Siphers, Travis Combs, Ruth Brock,
Hiram Smith, Fred Delap, Gladys Middlefon, Joe Lawson, Charles Russell, Lillian Wortham,
Rodney Whitaker.
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NORTHERN KENTUCKY CLUB
First Row: Frances Little, ). P. Robinson; Juanita Crizzell, Marjie Crites, Shirley Crites, Cliff
Tinnell, Evelyn Marshall, Don Harrison, Vera Marz, Alan Yelton.
Second Row; Katherine Evans, Madge Jones, Ethel Topper, Virginia Marz, James Hennessey,
Walter Mayer, Jack Miller, Mary Agnes Finneran. Clarke Cray, Orville Byrne.
Third "Row: Mrs. Hart Perry, Sponsor; Julianne Ruschell, Virginia Held, Verna Niblack,
Marguerite Rivard, Virgil Taylor, Aria Eubank. Nora Mason, Melba Clark, Jean PiDrter.
Fourth Row: Reno Oldfield, Bette Berneece Allen. Roy Bezold, Sue Biesack. Clenna Croger, Al
Dressman, Ruby Hughes.
Fifth Row: Jack Spratt, Bill Buerger, Larry Lehmann, Mary Dawn, Claude Rawlmg, Alma Jean
Bach, Earl Stafford, Clyde Rouse, Robert Beeler. Carl Yeager.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLUB
First Row; Charles T. Hughes, Charles Schuster, Charles Perry, Raymond Kornhoff, Harold
White, Bert Smith, Bill Smith, Al Dressman. Cayle McConnell, Doral Bierly, Norvin Rasnick,
Walter Hill, Kenneth Perry
Second Row. T. E. McDonough, Benme Cliftord Tinnell, Wiilter Mayer, )ohn Hughes. Harold
Yinger, Mary Cratzer, Mary Stayton, Eloise Williams, Sarah Long, Elizabeth Browning Culton,
Sophia Noland, Mane Hughes, George Ordich, Virgil Henry McWhorter, William Allsop Brown,
Ralph Darling.
Third Row: John Rose, Elizabeth Cherry, William Hickman, Travis Combs, Robert Mowat, Frank
Reed, Wyatt Thurman, Ted Benedett, Joe Bill Siphers, Nelson Cordon, George Nash. Harold
Porter, William Cross, Gertrude Hood, Fred Darling.
Fourth Row: James Hennessey, Howard Waters, Carl Yeager, Larry Lehmann, Ora Franklin
Tussey, Copper John Campbell, Jean DeMoisey, Robert Abney. Homer Lee Osborne, Clarence
Combs.
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HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
First Row: Miss Dix, Frances |aggers, Martha Eubank. Evelyn Conrad, Fay Asbury.
Second Row: Mary Oney. Eldora Chamberlm. Alma Minch, )ane Kincer, Shirley Kimball, Virginia
Draughton, Lucille Hurt, Betty Kenney, Heloise Cox, Cuba Mullins, Mildred Cortney, Ethel
Salyer, Helen Ball, Virginia Wiglesworth, Mary V\/ebb. Mildred Watson, Phyllis Satferly, Sarah
Bailey, Mildred Logsdon, Lois Fields.
Third Row: Mary F. Orme, Dorothy Eggenspiller. Mary Kathenne May, Alia L. Preston, Hieatt
Nesbitt, Neva Bush. Helen Lewallen, Kathenne McCarthy, Jean Sweeney, Lorraine McKinney.
Aria Eubank. Mary Cook. |ane Kelly, Mary R. House, Louise Parsons, Leia Feltner, Virginia
Bowles. Jennie Case.
Fourth Row: Doriselwood Lemon. Lydia Ramsey, Mildred Neely. Louanna Noe. Lucy Shadoan.
Lou Handy. Ada Kathenne Wash.
Fifth Row: Theda Dunavent. Dorothy Carroll, Nina Stinnetfe, Josephine Pence, Nina Kanatzel^
Anna Lee Parks, Mayme Bales, Thelma Mathewson, Inez Smith. Nora Sams. Katheryn Sallee,
Park Smith, Emogene Lucas, Mary Moss, Anna Long, Fanny LeMaster, Mabel Miracle.
Sixth Row: Martha Berlin, Gladys Bowles, Lucille Creech, Laura Varney, Dora Allen, LeIa
Cornett, Garnet Barrett, Helen Durrett, Sheila Shannon, Ann King
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KYMA
First Row: Mildred Cortney, Jim Squires, Frances Little, James Stayton, Vivian Weber. Carolyn
Brock, William E. Adams.
Second Row: Nancy Lou Gentry, Don Harrison, Olive Gabriel, Mane Hughes, Alberta Hoagland,
Hugolene McCoy, John Hughes.
Third Row,: John Blackerby, Mary Gratzer, Mary Walther, Park Smith, Marion Perkins, Ann
Stiglitz,
Fourth Row: Robert Stinson, Ed Cabbard, Vernon Kalb, Robert Beeler, Mary Agnes Finneran,
Paul Brandes, Frank Wilcox.
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BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
First Row: Charles Stamper, Louise Garland, Edna B'Hymer, Wllma Chaney, Hobart Hansard.
Second Row: Dr. Fred Engle. Phyllis Robertson. Lyda Belle Shepherd, Dorothy McNeill, Evelyn
Marshall, Dr. Edwin Hewlett.
Third Row: Floyd Ball, Herschel Coates, Gladys Shewmaker, Willa Sue Richards, Buell Mills.
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CATHOLIC CLUB
First Row; Mary Cratzer, Secretary-Treasurer; Frank Flanagan, Walter Mayer, Katherine
McCarthy, Raymond Kornhoff, President; )ean Sweeney, Karl Kemp.
Second Row: Frank Curcio, Miss Geneva McCarthy. Sponsor; Edward )arvis, Julianne Ruschelle,
Michael Downing, Louise Carter, Ann King, Vice-President; Ray Huck, Florence Hickey.
Third Row: Mary Walther, Edward Baumer, Mary Agnes Kister, Alfred Dressman, Mary Jo
Leeds, Edward Downing, and Frances Costanzo.
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BAND
JOHN R. KINZER Director
BILLIE CLARK Drum Ma|or
JOAN RICHARD Sponsor
Evelyn Sic Billy Bright
Billy Farris John Jones
Jayne Jones Paul Bender
Anna Louise Horn Bill Buerger
Charles Lake Guy Hatfield
Jack Parrish Nash Hancock
Ernestine Jones John Foote
Paul Hounchell Nancy Durham
Sheila Shannon Ray Hogg
Lorene Estridge Alan Yelton
lack Fife Dotti Brock
Art Klein Virgil Taylor
Harold Rigby Lloyd Willis
L. C. Kennamer Herbert Hunter
Mabel Walker Dons Kennamer
Minnie Lee Wood Walter Holton
Paul Love Richard W. Brown
Dorothy Foley Ralph Moores
Billie Clark Winston Strunk
James Walters Harold Winburn
Russell Partin Don Scott
Dave Anthony Billy Eaton
Roy Dawn Ruth Walker
Dave Lumsden Laura Durham
Vernon Shetler Jean Wayman
June Traylor Helen Klein
Joe Ballew Orville Byrne
Buford Griffith Joan Richard
Delia Hopper Russell Hamilton
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EASTINO
First Row: Mary Ruth House, Helen Hall, Lois Fields. Betty Criffitt, Vivian Morgan, )ennie
Case, Madge )ones, Ann Allen, Margaret Wilder, Mrs. Robert Seevers.
Second Row: Jean Miller, Louanna Noe, Juanita Crizzell, Shirley Mason, Glenna Croger, Jeanne
Sumner, Nell Evans, Bobby West, Faye Eads.
Third Row: Ellen Umstaddt, Katherine McCarthy, Helen Colvin, Margie Crites, Juanita Lewis,
Ann Saunders. Nora Mason, Virginia Costanzo, Nancy Lou Gentry.
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DIRECTORY
Abner, I la Rae. Soph., Vada 61
Abney, James, ]r., Berea
Abston, James Otto, Jr., Heidelberg
Adams, David William, Spec, Waltersville
Adams, Dons M., Sen., Cumberland 41
Adams, Dorothy Lucille, Fresh., Butler
Adams. Edgar Louis. Fresh.. Richmond 73
Adams, Edwin Morrow, Fresh., Salyersville
Adams, Johnnie Thomas, Fresh., Lickburg
Adams,' Thomas C, Soph., Richmond
Adams, William E., Sen., Richmond 43, 142, 162
Addington, Raymond Lee, Fresh., Taylor
Addison, John Matthews, Fresh., Heidelberg
Adkins, Carl Oswald, Sen.. Williamsburg 38
Agee, Nina Lucille, Soph., Owenton 61
Akers, George W., Soph., Amba
Akers, Ruby Eleanor, Jr.. Drift 54
Alcorn. Maxine. Fresh.. West Irvine
Allen Anna Elizabeth, Fresh., Prestonsburg 70,
143. 161
Allen. Bette Berneece. Fresh., Covington 72, 161
Allen, Dick Mayo, Soph., Prestonsburg 61
Allen, Dora Florena, Sen., Stanford
Allen, Joe Kendal, Jr., Printer
Allen, Wilma Gene, Jr., Corbin 55, 156
Alley James Russell, Sen., Borderland, W. Va. 37,
155, 160, 163
Amburgey, Kirby, Sen., Hindman, 42
Ammerman, Ruth McNair, )r , Shawhan 162
Anderson, Alex Harrison, Jr., Jr., Combs
Anderson, Anna Mane, Jr., Richmond
Anderson, Ruth Beryl, Fresh., Ezel 72
Anderson, William Lyndon, Jr., McKee
Angel, Lois, Soph.. Clay City
Anglin, Myrtle Allie, Fresh., Morrill
Anthony, David H., Soph., Frankfort
Asbury, Fay Eva, Jr., Kenvin
Asher, Carolyn Ruth, Fresh., Hyden
Asher, Emmons, Fresh.. Hyden
B
Babb. Reed E., Fresh.. Beach City. Ohio 72
Bach. Alma Jean. Soph.. Bellevue
Bailey. Marion Herman, Fresh., Hyden ,
Bailey, Sarah Mane, Fresh., Dearborn, Mich. 157
Baker, John C, Fresh., Trixie
Baker, Robert Roland, Fresh., Crab Orchard
Baker, Squire, Jr., Oneida
Baldwin, Imogene Beatrice. Soph., Paintsville
Bales, Mayme Frances, Sen., Richmond 43
Ball, Floyd Clark, Jr., Whitley City
Ball. Garnet Mae. Sen.. McVeigh
Ball. Helen Mayree, Fresh., Ages
Ball, Ivan Estus, Fresh., Ages
Bannister, Tilton, Sen., Pans 159
Barbe, Cherry Earline, Sen., Richmond
Barbe, Eula B., Soph.. Richmond
Barker, Paul W., Fresh., Raceland
Barkley, Rush Jacquelyn. Fresh., Covington 69
Barnes, David Clark, Fresh., Richmond
Barrett, Garnet Viola, Sen., Pikeville
Bassham, Frances, Jr., Kildav 55
Bates, Gertrude Helen, Soph., Cleveland, Ohio 61
Baumer, Ed John. Fresh., Bellevue 72, 1 52
Bays, Herbert, Sen., Sandy Hook
Bays, Majel, Soph., Sandy Hook
Becknell, James Larue, Fresh., Booneville 71
Beeler, Robert William, Fresh., Covington 69, 143
Begley, Hiram Coffer, Fresh., Corbin 68
Begley, Jack, Fresh., Beattyville
Bell. Mary Elizabeth. Sen.. Boyd 1 50
Beneditt. Ted. Fresh.. Wheeling, W. Va.
Bender, Paul Smith, Fresh.. Barbourville
Benge. Malta Rea, Fresh., Berea
Bentle, Kenneth Lee, Jr , Falmouth
Berlin, Martha Virginia, Jr., Latonia 54
Best, Virginia, Soph., Mount Eden 62
Bevins. Cephas Edward, Jr., Mossy Bottom
Bezold, Roy Anthony, Fresh., Newport 73, 161
B'Hymer, Edna Louise, Soph., Covington
Bicknell, Mossie Flannery, Jr., Bybee
Bierly, Doral L., Fresh., Jackson, Ohio
Biesack, Susan Rae, Soph., Covington 62, 143,
145, 164
Billingsley, Mary Elissa, jr., Middlesboro 52, 160,
161, 164
Bingham, Billy, Fresh . Gray Hawk
Bingham, Luther Bolden, Fresh., Pineville
Bishop, James Pearl, Soph.. Teges
Bishop, McKinley, Sen., Conklmg
Bishop, Thelma, Jr., Conklmg
Black, Hazel B., Soph.. Harrodsburg 61
Black, Mary Eleanor, Jr., Richmond 55
Black, Mary K., Jr., Erianger 156
Blackburn. Jack Linvell. Fresh.. Prestonsburg
Blackburn. Ruey Wray. Jr.. Yeager
Blackerby. John Hartman, Fresh., Pendleton
Blackerby, William Harwood, Fresh., Pendleton
Blair, Bonnie Edith, Jr., West Van Lear
Blair, Robert Franklin, Jr., Elliston.
Blevins, John M., Jr., Mt. Pisgah
Boardman, Ernest, Fresh,. Richmond
Boggs, Lydia Bright. Sen.. Big Laurel
Boggs. Robert. Soph.. Greenmount
Boian, Eva Dean, Fresh., Rice Station
Boneta, Anibal Nanciso, Sen.. Richmond
Borders. Ina Lucille. Jr.. Richmond
Botkins. Earl. Spec. Fletcher
Boucher, Julia Harriett, Fresh., Ashland
Bowen, Loraine, Jr., Inez
Bowen, Onita Glenn, Fresh., Lawrenceburg 68
Bowles, Beulah, Sen., Richmond 48
Bowles, Gladys, Sen , Congleton
Bowles, Gladys Mae, Jr., Fmchville
Bowles, Rilla Florence. Soph., Richmond
Bowles, Virginia Thomas, Fresh., Finchville
Bowling, Anna Ethel, Sen., Bert 44, 156
Bowling. Bessie Cornett, Sen., Larue
Bowling, Bruce Paul, Fresh., Corbin
Bowling, Estil W., Fresh., Shoal
Bowling, Helen Aldrich, Sen., Berea
Bowman, Myrtle, Fresh., Morrill
Boyd, Anna Lee. Fresh., Minerva
Boyd, Royce Leiand, Soph., Trinity
Boyd, Madge, Fresh., Prestonsburg 71
Brakefield, Ceorgiana, Fresh., Ravenna
Brakefield, Theda Howard, Soph., Irvine
Brammell, Wallace Scott, Jr., Frankfort 1 55
Brandes, Paul Dickerson, Soph., Ft. Thomas
Brasher, Sadie Elizabeth, Soph., Dycusburg
Bright, Billy Morrison, Jr., Richmond
Bnnkley, ElWanda Delia, Fresh., Mark
Britton, Elizabeth Adeline, Fresh., Oneida
Britton, Ruth E., Fresh., Oneida
Broaddus, Edna Earle, Fresh., Richmond
Broaddus, Jean Allen, Fresh,, Lexington 68
Brock, Carolyn Frances, Soph., Frankfort
Brock, Dotti Allen, Sen., Richmond
Brock, Eula Mae Nunnery, Sen., Prestonsburg, 4£
143
Brock, James Christopher, Jr., Harlan 54
Brock. Ruth Margarete. Sen.. Harlan, 156
Brock, Virgil Cecil, Fresh., London
Brock, Willie Gladys, Sen., Pineville 47
Brockman, Fred, Sen., Sand Gap
Brooks, R. T., Fresh., Frankfort
Brooks, Sara E., Soph., Corbin 62
Brown, Henry M., Soph., Quail
Brown, |ohn Paul, Fresh,, Berea
Brown, Josephine Elizabeth, Fresh ,
Smai bV
Brown, Mable Mane, |r., Eubank
Brown, Nymardale, Soph , Parmleysville
Brown, Mary, Soph, Pigeon Roost
Brown, Richard Lee, Sen,, Cynthiana 38,
143, li/.
Brown, Richard Walden, Soph., Frankfort
Brown Rinda Hensley, Fresh,, Quail
Brown Wm, Allsop, Soph., Fullerton
Broyles, Edith Elizabeth, |r., Plato
Broyles. EIna Marcena, Soph., Emiyn
Brumbach, Orin Lee, Fresh., Harlan
Buchaus, Roy Fredrick, Fresh,, Princeton,
III.
Buell lames Murril, Fresh., Cumberland
Buerger William Warren, Fresh., Newport 7Z
Bullock, Ola Susan, Fresh., Mt. Vernon
Burch Oakley, Fresh., Nicholasville
Burgin, Carnette Cleyn, Soph., Lawrenceturg 61
Burns, Margaret, Jr., Berea
Burrus William Nelson, |r., Newby
Bury Lucille Marnita, Sen , Covington 42, 148,
156, 157
Bush, Helen, Soph., Winchester
Bush, Neva Cayle, Sen,. Pleasureville 41
Butcher, Beecher, )r,. Fresh , Williamsport
Butcher, Gene Lacy, |r., Owingsville
Butler. Barbara Ann, Fresh., Prestonsburg 70
Bvrne,'c. Orville, )r , Dayton 53, 165
Cable, Mildred Thomas, Sen., Fincastle 160
Cam, Helen Gertrude, Fresh,, Faubush
Games, Jean Elizabeth, )r., Ashland I 50. 1 56
Calder, Bruce, Fresh., Corbm
Caldwell, Norma Lee, Soph., Gray's Knob
Gallis, Margaret Allen, |r., Frankfort
Cameron, Alberta, jr.. Pans
Cammack, Martha Frances. Soph., Owenton 63
Campbell, Charlee Dee. Sen., Maysville 39, 162
Campbell. Daniel Edward. Sen.. Booneville
Campbell, Copper John, Fresh., Mousie
Campbell, Joseph George, Fresh., Sebring, Ohio
Campbell, June, Soph,, Hazard
Campbell. Marian Francis. Sen,, Springfield 48,
162
Campbell. Martha Anne I Nancy I , Jr., Covington
Campbell, Raleigh C, Sen,, Bernice
Carlson, Virginia Mary, Soph , Jamestown, N Y,
148, 150. 162. 164
Games. Charles Wagers. Jr., Barbourville
Carroll, Dorothy Ann, Soph., Harrodsburg 60
Carter. Arthur Jack. Fresh.. Prestonsburg
Carter, James Joseph, Fresh., Prestonsburg
Carter, Louise Claire, Fresh., Frankfort 68
Carter, Marion Fithian. Soph , Pans 69
Carter, William Campbell, Jr , Lancaster
Case, Jennie Louise, Fresh., Lawrenceburg 73
Casey, Mary Elizabeth. Sen.. Corbin 37, 143
Cason, Elsie Mane, Fresh.. Cynthiana
Cassady, Mary B,, Soph,, Inez
Caster, Betsy Ann, Jr,. Willoughby. Ohio 53. 1 56
Catlett. Mary Ruth, jr., Lawrenceburg, 55, 145,
158, 161
Cuudill, Aria. Jr., Jeremiah
Caudill, Frances Webb, jr., Jeremiah
Cawood, Pauline M., Jr., Evarts 55
Caywood. Elmer, Jr., Ravenna
Caywood, Mary Helen. Sen., Covington 43, 156.
163, 164
Center. Grace Mane. Soph.. Hazel Green 63
Cecil. Nora Frances. Soph.. Hazel Green 61
Center, Johnny Bernard. Sen,. Hazel Green 32.
154, 158
Chamberlin. Eldora. Sen.. Erianger 32. 143
Chandler, Dick Baird, Jr., Soph., Brodhead
Chaney, Wilma Wilson, Sen,, Ashland 48
Chappell, John C, Jr., Middlesboro
Cheatham, Blanche, Jr., Bliss 56
Chelf, J-mes Robert, jr.. Pike View
Chenault, Joe Prewitt, Soph., Richmond
Chesnut, Elizabeth Christine, Soph., London 61
ChMders, Jack, Soph., Pikeville 159
Chism, Novella Blanche, Soph., Bagdad
Christie, Anne Earl, Fresh., Lexington 71
Chumbley, Mabel Vaughn, Jr., Berea 54
Clark, Kathleen, Jr . Corbin
Clarke, Mary Frances, Sen., Lexington 35 45,
157, 158
Clark, Melba Jane, Fresh., Dayton 68
Clark, Sallie Darleen, Fresh., Inez
Clark, Spencer, jr.. Fresh., Lebanon
Clark, Wilma Ellen, Soph , Berea, Ohio 63
Clemens, Clarence, Soph., Sand Gap
Coates, Herschel Blanton, Fresh., Glencoe
Coffey, Hartman, Eastern, Soph., Berea 60
Cole, Clarence Eugene, Fresh , Lone
Cole, Edith Shirley, Soph., Harlan 62
Cole, Margie Catherine, Fresh., Heidelberg
Coleman, Grant, Jr., Paw Paw
Coleman, Jewell M.. Soph., Paw Paw
Collins, John Dishman, Sen., Seco 52, 162
Collins, Sam, Jr., Fresh., Whitesburg 69
Colson, Calfe Guy, Soph., Somerset I 59
Colvin, Mary Helen, Fresh., Elizabethton. Tenn, 71
Combs, Blame Richard, Fresh., Carcassonne
Combs, Clarence, Jr., Congleton
Combs, Haden, Jr,, Ricetown
Combs, Hattie Fern. Sen , Oneida
Combs. Mason William. Fresh.. Hazard
Combs, Orlie Collis, Soph., Pebworth
Combs, Owen Travis, Jr., Harlan
Combs, Thomas Darwin, Jr., Beattyville 55, 162
Conley, Lyndon Myers, Fresh., Jeff
Conley, Quentin Ernest, Fresh., Jenkins
Conner, Lindsey Shelton, Soph., Mt. Sterling
Conrad, Evelyn Nelson, Sen., Burlington 4 1 , 150,
163, 164
Conrad, jack Dallas, Fresh., Waverly
Conrad, Robert Payne, Fresh., Williamstown 71
Cook, Mary Susan, Fresh., Ocala
Cooper, Frank Donovan, Sen., Portsmouth, Ohio
32, 153, 162
Cooper, Jean Ragan, jr., Monticello
Cooper, Virginia Lee, Jr,, Vanceburg
Gorman, Viola Josephine, Sen,. Covington 42
Cornelius, Martha Ellen, Fresh., Berea
Cornett, Leia Frances, Sen., Booneville 45
Cornn, Veda Mane, Jr., Pineville 156, 157
Correll, Beulah Evelyn, Soph., Somerset 60
Costanzo, Frances Rose, Jr., Middlesboro
Costanzo, Virginia Elizabeth, Soph.. Middlesboro
64
Cottle. Jesse Earle, Fresh., Cottle
Cowan, William J., Fresh,, Albany
Cowden, William Everett, Fresh., Loyall
Cox, Atlanta Mae, Sen.. Shelbyville 44, 158, 161
Cox, Heloise Hudson, Soph., Lancaster 62
Cox, Sadie Elizabeth, Soph., Lawrenceburg 64
Coyle, Alvis Newton, Sen., Sand Gap 34. 155, 160
Craft, Lettie June, Fresh., Thornton 69
Crawford. Ralph, Jr., Combs
Crawford, Violet Maxine, Jr., Combs
Creech, Ida Lucille, Sen., Richmond
Creekmore, Anna Mary. Jr.. Pine Knot
Crider. Ernest Ford. Fresh.. Liggett
Crites. Margie Vivian. Fresh.. Newport 68
Crites. Shirley Virginia, Sen., Newport 44, 150.
156, 164
Cromer, Roy Franklin, Fresh, Corbin
Cross. William Maynard, |r., Oneida, Tenn,
Cruse, Ernest Cole, hresh., Winchester
Culton, Elizabeth Browning, Sen., Richmond 35
Curcio Frank Thomas, Fresh., New Brunswick,
N. 1. 73
Darling, Fred Edgar, Soph.. Clouster, Ohio
Darling, Ralph Odis, Soph., Clouster, Ohio
David, Anna Kathryn, Fresh., Shawhan
Davis, Earl Arley, Soph.. Middlesboro 63
Davis, Flossie Mae, Soph., Pryse
Davis, James Homer, Jr., Blue Diamond 159
Davis, Ingram Walter, Fresh,, Williamsport
Davis, Kathryn Elizabeth, Jr.. Richmond 162
Davis, Nancy Tabitha, Fresh., Wilmore
Davis, Thelma Florence. Fresh., Pryse
Dawn, Mary Elizabeth, Sen., Covington 44
Dawn, Roy, Fresh., Covington 69
Deatherage, Mary Kate, Sen., Richmond 40, 158,
163. 164
Debord, Ivan Lee, Fresh., Cranston
Dehnert, June Rose Fresh.. Covington 71
Dejarnette, France Elaine, Fresh., Richmond
Delap, Fred, )r , Loyall
DeMoisey, )ean Fox, Soph.. Walton
Deuel, Mary Barthene, Fresh., Middlesboro
Dials, Jerome, Fresh., Beauty
Diamond, Mary Jane, Jr., Midway, 154, 158
Dicken, Vivian Fae, Soph., California 62
Dickerson, Zebrum S., Soph., Prestonsburg 63,
162, 163
Dickman, Robert Willis. Sen., Covington 32, 1 55,
160. 164
Dillman, Esther Angie, Soph., Ft. Thomas 62. 162
Dils, Robert James, Fresh., Dayton, Ohio 1 52
Dixon, Mabel, Jr., Blackey 56
Dobbs, Arnold Theo., Jr., Meece
Dobbs, Delia M., Soph., Meece
Dolan, L. Aline, Fresh., Rushville, Ind. 69
Dome, Charles Robert, Fresh., Dayton
Dorris, Dorothy Helen, Sen., Richmond 42, 147
Dotson, Grace, Jr., Phelps 52, 156
Dotson, Inis, Jr., Phelps
Doty, Dabney Brown, Sen., Richmond 35, 157,
159, 164
Dougherty, Dan Jasper, Fresh., Richmond
Douglas, Clifford, Sen., Saxton
Douglas, Leona Dishon, Sen., Saxton
Douglas, Thomas Allen, Fresh., Hazard
Dowling, Ann Elizabeth. Fresh., Lawrenceburg 73
Downing, Edward Patrick, Sen., Corbin
Downing, Michael, Fresh., Corbin
Downing, Vernon, Fresh., Raceland
Draughton, Virginia Lee, Fresh., Berea 69
Dressman, Alfred Bernard, Fresh., Covington
Duffie, Ralph Martin, Fresh., Bromley
Duke, Melvin Nelson, Soph,. Corbin
Dunavent. Theda Eunice, Soph., Harlan 63, 147
Dunaway, Dorothy Margurie, Sen., Glencoe 42
147, 156, 157
Dunaway, Eleanor B , Fresh., Kings Mountain
Dunn, Joe, Soph., Richmond
Durham, Nancy Ellen, Fresh., Richmond
Durrett, Helen Hall, Fresh., Danville
Duvall, Braxton, Soph., Winchester, Va.
Duvall, Robert Jillson, Fresh., Frankfort
Elliott, Evelyn Mildred, Sen., Irvine
Elliott, Ronald Adams, Fresh,, Kings Mountain
Ellison, Ralph, Sen., Burdine
Elmore. Patsy Chenault. Fresh.. Richmond 165
Emerson, Mary Edith. Sen., Eubank
Esham, Juanita M,, Soph,, Vanceburg 63
Estes, Mildred Mae, Sen,, Science Hill 48, 156
Estes. Oscar Garner. Jr., Richmond 57, 143
Estndge, Arthur Chester, Fresh., Crab Orchard
Estridge. Lorene, Sen., Stanford 41, 153, 162,
164
Estridge, Margaret, Jr., Crab Orchard
Eubank, Aria Ellen. Fresh., Covington
Eubank, Martha Avent. Sen,. Flemingsburg 32
Eubank. Ruth Louise. Fresh,. Crescent Springs
Eubanks, Thelma Berniece, Soph., Covington 64
Evanoff, Anna, Fresh,, Dunham
Evans, Homer C. Soph., Maulden
Evans, Laura Katherine, Sen., Hebron 38 156
157, 163
Evans, Nell Louise, Soph., Lothair 60
Evans, Opal Booth, Jr., High Splint
Fairchild, John Cyrus, Fresh., Nippa
Fanes, Jack Smith, Soph.. Maysville
Farley. Gene Clark, Fresh,. Harlan
Farmer, Charles, Soph., Aruel
Farmer. Pans France. Fresh., Berea
Farmer, W. T,, Fresh., Irvine
Farris, Hansford White, Sen., Richmond 53, 152
Fawbush, Mae E., Soph.. Benham
Feltner, E. Fern, Sen,, Hyden 32
Feltner, Leila. Sen,. Hyden 46
Ferguson. Rufus Jackson. Soph., Fannin
Ferrell, Doctor Thomas. Jr., Fresh., Richmond 69,
160
Fields, Carolyn Rachel, Fresh.. Whitesburg 68
Fields, Eula Marguerite, Sen,, London
Fields, Kelly, Jr.. Busy
Fields. Lois Annette, Fresh., Cynthiana
Fife, John Chadwick, Soph., Richmond
Fike. Margaret Clara, Jr., Shade
Finneran. Mary Agnes. Jr,. Covington 1 47. 1 57,
158. 164
Fitzpatrick. Henry Davidson, Jr,, Soph,, Prestons-
burg
Flanagan, Frank Joseph, Soph,, Richmond 60. 143
Flanary, Mildred Ruth, Jr,, Jonesville, Va. 54, 145,
162
Flannery, Gradys Gray, Jr.. Alphoretta
Fletcher, Helen Louise, Jr., Nicholasville 56
Flowers, Elizabeth Gilmer, Sen., Columbia
Floyd. Ardelia Mae. Jr., Somerset
Floyd, Charles Nelson. Soph.. Richmond
Floyd, Helen Elizabeth, Fresh,, Richmond
Floyd, Roy Franklin, Soph,. Richmond
Flynn, Henry Joseph. Fresh.. Crittenden
Flynn, Sue Helen. Soph.. South Irvine
Foote. John Storrs. Fresh., Ft. Thomas
Ford, Beulah Katherine. Soph., Richmond
Fortner. Ruth Virginia, Soph., Ravenna
Fouts, Bettina, Jr., Lynch
Frame, Margaret Eileen, Soph.. Harlan 61. 143
Francis, Arthur Wallace, Fresh., Richmond
Franklin, Joe Donald. Fresh.. Balkan 68. 1 59
Frasure, Edna. Fresh , Garrett 69
Frasier, George Berchell, Spec, London
Freeman, James, Fresh,, Honey Bee
Frye, Nancy Ruth, Fresh., Island City
Eads, Faye Conley, Fresh., Monticello 71
Eads, Mary Helen, Sen.. Monticello 44. 158, 165
Easterling, Sylvia Coral, Fresh., Ezel 69
Eaton, Billy Green, Sen., Mocksville, N. C. 40
Eggenspiller, Dorothy Eloise, Jr., Louisville 56, 147
Elerd, Bonnie Mae, Fresh., Harrodsburg
Elliott, Beatryce M., Fresh., Kings Mountain
Gabbard, Donna Boone, Jr., Sen., Buck Horn
Gabbard, Edward, Jr., Ravenna 54, 152, 162
Gabbard, Edward Douglas, Soph., Buckhorn
Gabbard, Elmer Everett, Jr., Jr., Buckhorn
Gabriel, Olive Rankin, Jr., Richmond 54, 158.
161, 164
Cadberry, Mary Martha, |r., Lancaster, 147, 162
Cambrel. Ralph. |r.. Beverly
Garland. Louise, )r., Somerset
Garland, Paul. Fresh.. Flat Cap
Garrett. Morris. |r,. Richmond 56. 143. 155
Garrett. Virginia Mae. Soph., Station Camp
Garriott, Trudy Gill, Soph., Harrodsburg 161
Garth John Whitney, Fresh., University City, Mo.
159
Gentry, Nancy Lou, Fresh., Harrodsburg 69
Gerow. Lewis McKee. Fresh,. Lawrenceburg 72
Cerrard. Mrs. Zelma Peters. Sen.. Waynesville.
Ohio 41, 156
Gillespie. Octa Madden. Fresh., Augusta 69
Gilliam, Lawrence, )r.. Cumberland
Gillis. Ethus Idella. Fresh.. Sinai
Gilly. Georgia Rebecca. |r.. Harlan 57. 156
Codby. Fogle. Soph., Bethelridge 145
Gcodlett, Raymond E.. Soph,. Burgin 60, 147,
152, 158
Goosens, Robert )ohn. Fresh., Kewanee. III.
Cordon. William Nelson. |r.. Richmond
Cortney, Mildred Alice, Soph., Harrodsburg 61,
149, 161, 164
Gossetf, Augusta Mane, Fresh., Williamstown
Cott, lames Edward, |r., Berea
Grady, John. Fresh-. East Bernstadt
Graham. Anna Meade. Sen.. Maysville 148. 150.
162
Gratzer, Mary Francis. Soph.. Louisville
Gray. Clarke Thomas. |r,. Newport 54. I 57, 1 64
Gray, Roy William, Fresh,, Louisville
Greene. Billy Ray, Fresh.. Owenton
Green. Byron Matthew. Fresh.. Shelbyville
Greer. William Milton, jr.. Soph.. Woodlawn
Gregory, Anna Lee, Jr., Dayhoif
Gribbin, Owen Tibbals, Sen., Somerset
Griffith, Everett, Soph., Hazard
Griffith, Perry Buford, Soph., Carrollton 61
Criffitt, Mary Elizabeth, Fresh., Nicholasville 73,
145, 161
Gntton, Callie Christina, Soph., Smai 64, 1 57
Grizzell, juanita Catherine, Fresh.. Ft. Thomas
71, 145. 160. 161
Grob. Warren George, Fresh., Baldwin. III.
Groger. Ruth Glenna, Fresh., Covington 73
Gross, Leila Mae, Fresh., Buckhorn 72
Gross, Mane, Fresh., Buckhorn 71
Gross, Thelma, Fresh., Irvine
Guy, Edward Louis, Fresh., Heidelberg
Guy. Woodrow Quentin. Jr.. Mt Sterling
H
Haas. Francis Conrad, Fresh.. Newport
Haley, Helen Louise. Soph.. Cynthiana 63
Hall. Cecil Millard. Fresh., Triplet
Hall, Mane, Sen., Pippapass
Hall. Mildred Pratt. |r.. Leburn
Hall, Harold Moore. Jr.. Brooksville 143. 152
Hall, Helen Fay. Fresh., Paint Lick 69
Hall, James Russell, Jr., Farmers
Hall, Majie, Sen.. Hall 33
Hall, Woodford Lee, Soph., Brooksville 145, 162
Hamilton. Margaret Castleberry. Sen.. Richmond
Hamilton, Mary Ann, Soph.. Erew
Hamilton, Norma, Fresh., Falmouth
Hancock, James Nash, Fresh., Fmchville 68
Handy. Lou McCowan. Sen.. Richmond 45
Hanlon, Mary Nell, Soph.. Carrollton
Haney, Joe, Fresh.. Nickel
Hansard. Hobart Berlin, Jr.. Fresh.. Chevrolet
Harmon, MaryAlline, Soph,. Somerset
Harned, Edgar Porter. Fresh., Boston
Harris, Claude H,, Jr,, Richmond 56
Harris, Richard, Jr.. Brodhead
Harrison. Don A., Fresh.. Newport
Harrison. Edna Mae. Jr.. Irvine 53
Harrison. Ruth Mary. Fresh., Maysville
Hart, Robert, Fresh., Richmond
Hart|e, George Frederick, Soph., Covington 159
Harvard, Miriam Sudie, Fresh,, Covington
Hatfield, Guy, II, Soph., Ravenna 60, 145, 160
Hatfield, William Dudley, Fresh.. Pans
Hatton. Anna Thomas. Jr.. Neon
Hauselman. Albert Jay. Jr., Covington
Hay, Lawerence Cord, Soph., Maysville
Haynes, Charlotte Ruth. Soph.. Ft. Mitchell 161.
164
Hedges. Mary Emma. Fresh.. Covington
Held, Virginia Mae, Fresh., Dayton 73
Hellard, Gertrude Lillian, Sen., Moores Creek 38
Henderson, Lena Cornish, Soph,, Lexington
Hendren, Willanna, Jr., Kirksville 56
Hennessey, James Thomas, Sen.. Dayton 41
Hensley. Olla Wilson. Soph.. Richmond
Hereford, Pauline Fredric, Soph., Prestonsburg 62
Hertlein, Christine, Fresh,, Springfield 71
Hervey, Sally Burnam, Jr.. Paint Lick
Hewlett, Mrs. Ed.. Jr.. Richmond
Hiatt, Lucille Elizabeth. Soph.. Wildie 63
Hibbard. Bill, Spec, Heidnck
Hibbitts, Edward Harold, Fresh.. Jenkins
Hickey, Florence Margaret, Fresh., Winchester
Hickey, John King, Soph., Winchester
Hickman, William Daniel, Soph,, Covington
Hicks, Alta Mae, Sen.. Monticello
Hicks. Julia Mae. Fresh.. Pans
Hignite. Robert Garrard. Fresh.. Richmond
Hill, Alice Katherme, Jr.. Woodbine
Hill. Ella Katherme. Sen., Berea 39, 154, 162
Hill, Walter Robert, Sen., PIneville 36. 143
Hilton. Bentley Jones. Sen., Pine Hill 45. 1 54
Hilton. Evans V.. Jr., Pine Hill
Hines, Jane Amanda, Fresh., Irvine
Hisle, Anna Louisa, Jr., Winchester
Hoagland, Florence Alberta, Jr.. Louisville 52
Hobbs, Sally Raye, Soph., St, Helens 149, 150
Hodge, Philip Peterson, Sen,, London 47, 1 43. 1 45
Hogg, Ray H., Fresh., Mayking
Holbrook, Ernest Paul, Soph., Access
Holder, Maude Hess, Soph., Vanceburg 60
Holland, Sallie Adeline, Jr., Richmond 55
Hollon, Clennie, Jr., Williba
Holton, Walter T., Sen., Trinity
Hopkins, Daniel B., Jr., Topmost
Hopper, Delia Mae, Jr., Corbin
Horn. Anna Louise. Fresh., Wallins Creek 71
Home, Carl Goodloe, Fresh., Louisville
Horton, Dorothy Anne, Jr., Noctor
Houchens. Harry V/esley, Fresh., Owenton
Hounchell, Paul A., Fresh., Richmond 71
House, Catherine Coins, Sen., Manchester
House, Mary Ruth, Jr., Nicholasville
Howard, Claude Wm., Sen.. Harlan 39. 159. 164
Howard. Edwin Lee, Fresh., Wallins
Howard, Mary Lee, Soph., Wallins Creek
Howard. Pal Green, Jr., PIneville
Howard, Stella Jane. Jr., Molus
Howell, Laverne Lucille. Fresh., Ft. Mitchell 68
Howell, St. Elmo. Fresh., Beattyville
Hubble, Blanche Belle, Fresh., Waynesburg
Huck, Raymond Joseph, Sen., Cold Spring 1 55,
160, 164
Hudson. Hettie Elizabeth, Soph., Benito
Hudson, John Buford, Fresh., Garrett
Huey, Robert Duncan, Fresh., Petersburg
Hughes, Elmo K., Sen,, Richmond
Hughes, John Thomas, Jr., Alva
Huahes Ruby Anne. Soph., Bellevue 63
Hughes! S, Mane, )r , McKee 160, 163, 164
Hundemer, Howard LeRoy, Soph., Dayton
Hungate, Julius, Fresh., Harrcdsburg
Hunter, Herbert Robert, Ir , Ft Thomas
Hurtey, Vadys Beryl, Sen., Richmond
Hurst, Anne Hogg, |r,, Mayking
Hurst, Harold Glynn, |r.. Hurst
Hurst, lean. Fresh.. Pmeville
Hurst, Josephine, Fresh., Pmeville
Hurt, Lucile, Fresh., Bulan /2
Hutchison, Dorothy Elwood, Soph., Lawrenceburg
60, 149
Hutchinson, Estille Lee, |r , Fannin
Hutchison. Judith Ann, Fresh., Howell 7 1
Hygema, Ruth Dora, Soph.. Cincinnati. Ohio
Kimball. Shirley |ane. Soph . Albuquerque. N. M.
60
Kincer, Requa |ane, Jr., Mayking
King. Ann Catherine. )r . Mt Sterling
King. Ernest. Fresh . Bond
Kinzer. Alice Katherine. Fresh . Richmond
Kirby, Richard Austin. Fresh., Covington
Kirk, Hazel Hampton, Soph . Frankfort 64
Kirk, Margaret Ann, Fresh., La Grange 72
Kister, Mary Agnes, Fresh., Richmond
Kitts, Charlene Lovorn, Fresh.. Yancey
Klein. Arthur Francis. Sen.. Portsmouth. Ohio
Klein. Helen Catherine. )r.. Portsmouth. Ohio 41
Kleinsteuber. Walter. Fresh
,
|etfersontown
Koger, Imcgene, )r . Parmleysville
Kornhoft. Raymond Edward. Jr.. Covington
Kottmyer, Ruth Inez. Fresh.. Constance 72
Kurnik, Walter Florian, Fresh
,
Chicago. III.
Ingram. Merlie. |r , Egypt
Isaacs. Eula Mae. Soph . Berea
I
Jackson. Carrie. Jr.. Middlesboro
Jackson. Kenneth Earl. Fresh.. Louisville
Jackson, William Bennett. Fresh.. Louisville
Jaggers. Marian Frances, Sen , Frankfort 147.
163. 164
Jarvis. Edward B.. Fresh . Benham
Jayne. Carne Faye. Sen., Flat Gap 37
Jenkins, Anna Mildred, Sen , Million 47
Jenkins, Margaret Ruth, Soph , Carrollton 148
Johns. Donald Clarence. Fresh . Davton
Johnson. Clara, Jr . Packard
Johnson. Gerald Walter. Fresh., Owenton 73
Johnson. Iva Lee, Fresh., Richmond
Johnson, Mildred Allen. Jr.. Richmond 52
Johnson. Sophia Mabel. Fresh . Richmond
Johnson, Waldeck Decker, Fresh , Florence
Johnson, William Wheeler, Jr , Louisville
Jones, Beatrice, Soph., Richmond
Jones, Ernestine Rita, Jr., Dreyfus 32
Jones, George C , Fresh., Wooton
Jones, Hubert Clinton, Sen,, Bedford 155
Jones, Jayne Vivian, Soph , Richmond
Jones, John Lee. jr.. Soph . Richmond 63
Jones. Mabel Rae. Fresh , Melvin 71
Jones. Madge. Eton. Fresh . Covington 68
Jones. Mary Pillion. Soph., Richmond
Jones, Mildred Lois, Soph., Falmouth
Jones. Rector, Sen., Dreyfus 39, 154, 162
Jones, Sylvia H , Sen., Irvine 36, 154, 157
Jones, Venard, Soph., Buckner 62, 147
Jordan, Jaquelyn, Fresh., Barbourville 52
Justice, Ethyl Alberta, Jr., Ashland
Kalb. Vernon Fredric, Fresh , Brooksville
Kanatzar, Nina Maree. Soph., Million
Keating, James William, Jr , Corbin 56, 155
Keeler, Richard Daryl, Fresh., Sebnng, Ohio
Keen, Billie, Fresh., Thousandsticks
Keeton, Melvin, Sen . Daysboro 42
Kelley, Jane Wilmina, Soph., Conneaut, Ohio
Kelly, Lawrence W., Soph., Evarts
Kelsay, Jr , Cap Creek
Kelsay, Hays Ellen, jr.. Cap Creek
Kelsch, Mar|0rie Mane, jr., Dover
Kemp, Carl William, Sen., St Matthews 41 , 1 59
Kemper, Mabel, Sen., Jonesville 36
Kendall, Stattie Mane, Fresh., Cynthiana
Kendrick, Aaron Tomlin, Jr., jr., Winchester
Kennedy, Delbert Eugene, Soph., Guston
Kenney. Betty Gayle. Fresh.. Owenton 68
Kidwell. Thomas Blayne. Fresh.. Irvine
Kilgus. Chris Russell. Fresh.. Maysville 70
Kilpatrick. Elsie Eleanor. Fresh.. Cincinnati. Ohio
Lackey. John Miller, Fresh , Berea
Laile. Dorothy Alberta, Soph., Florence
Lake, Leslie Charle, Fresh , Charleston, W. Va
Lake, Hilah Inel, Jr , Peoples
Lamkin, Nelson, Fresh., Ekron 69
Land, Glendon Rich, Fresh , Bardstown 73
Langdon, Anna M , Soph., Annville
Lawson, Aileen Sen., Corbin 35
Lawson, joe Love, jr., jr., Wallins Creek
Layton, Stephen Lloyd, Fresh., Paint Lick 53
Layton, Viola, jr.. Paint Lick
Lea. Mary Louise, jr.. Covington 165
Lea. Ruth Gordon. Fresh . Brooksville 68
Leach. Betty Gaines. Fresh . Georgetown 73
Leake. Felonise, Soph.. Russell
Lear. Ivice Summers. Jr . Lamero
Lear. Thornwell Anderson. Fresh . Stearns
Lee. Reba E.. Soph., Tyner
Leeds. Mary Joseph. Fresh., Richmond 165
Lehman. Mary Frances. Jr . Louisville 155. 160
Lehmann. Larry Ray. Fresh.. Ft. Thomas
LeMaster. Fanny. Sen., Riceville 36
Lemon, Donselwood, Soph , Berry 50
Lewallen, Helen Ann, Fresh , Harlan 68
Lewallen, Lillian Elaine, Jr , Harlan 57
Lewis, Clyde Joseph, Sen , Newport 35, 154, 157,
163
Lewis, Elizabeth Rabausch. Sen . Hyden
Lewis. Evaleen. Soph , Whitesburg 60, 152
Lewis, James Earl, Fresh., Hyden
Lewis, Jesse Morgan, Sen , Hyden
Lewis, juanita Virginia, Fresh., Wildie
Lewis, Mary Elizabeth, Sen., Covington 35, 165
Liddell, Lamah O., Sen., Butler 152, 158. 153
Litsey, Elizabeth Duncan, Sen., Spnngf.eld 33
Little, Dorothy Fay, Soph., Berea
Little Frances Althea, Sen , Southgate 35, 143,
147
Lively. Mar|Orie. Sen . Ravenna 34. 155. 163
Locknane. Harry C.. Sen.. Latonia 40
Logan, Jacqueline Carole, Jr., Williamsburg
Logsdon, Mildred, Soph , Paint Lick, 64
Long, Anna Evelyn, Soph., Lancaster
Long, Maraget Tabor. Fresh.. Million
Long, Mavoureen. Soph.. Million
Long. Samuel Spurgeon. Sen.. West Irvine
Long. Sarah Louise. Sen.. Richmond 46. 157
Love, Paul Ferguson. Soph . Abong Mbang
Cameroun. West Africa
Lovett, Lawrence Edward, Jr., Williamsburg
Lowe, Chas. Edwin, Fresh., Farmers
Lowe, John B , Sen., Inez 38
Lucas, Arthur, Soph., Primrose 64, 162
Lucas, Emogene, Soph., Dry Ridge
Lucas. Harry Beau, Fresh,. Beattyville
Lucy, Mary Louise, Fresh,, Hebron 72, 158
Lumsden, David, Fresh., Covington
Lyon, William Hamilton, Sen,, Paintsville 46
Mc
McCarthy, Katherine Lewis, Fresh,, Maysville 71
McCarthy, June Genevieve, Soph., Cold Spring
McCarthy, Albert Lee, Sen., Eminence 44
McClanahan, Mary Elizabeth, Fresh,. Pans
McClurt. Billy Reed. Fresh,. New Boston. Ohio
McConnell. Gayle, Fresh,. Forks of Elkhorn 68
McConnell. Harold L., Fresh.. Richmond
McCord. Anthony Albert. Soph,, Ewing
McCoy Hugolene Meade, |r.. Raceland 56. 143,
162
McDowell. Ethan Wilson. Fresh,. Irvine
McFerron. Ruth Miller, Sen,. Mt, Vernon
McCinnas. Eugene Smith. Fresh.. Cherryville. N, C.
McGlone, Carlos Ezekiel, Spec. Rooney
McGuire, Nannie Christine, Fresh., Grassy Creek
68
McHargue, Naomi. Sen,. Irvine 46, I 54, 1 62
Mcllvaine, Mary Lida. )r,, Flemingsburg 145
Mcllvaine. Pauline Howe. Soph.. Richmond
Mcintosh. Chas, W,. |r.. Krypton
Mcintosh, Lorraine. Fresh,. West Irvine
Mcintosh, Ralph Vernon. Fresh,. Evelyn
McKensie. Harry Clayton. Soph,. Brooksville
McKinney, Loraine C. )r,. Brooksville
McNeill. Dorothy Lee, Soph,, Lexington
McQuery, Gertrude Billie, Soph,, Hardburly
McSpadden, Claude Wheeler, Soph., Harlan
McWhorter, Mattye, |r., Oakley
McWhorter, Virgil Henry, Sen., Oakley 48
M
Maddox. Thelma Mae, Jr., Moreland
Maggard, Martha D,, Jr,, Daley
Mann, Arnett, Fresh., Paintsville
Marcum. Bob. Fresh,. Berea
Marcum, Charles. Fresh.. Berea
Marcum. Sanford A,. Fresh,. Vincent
Marcum. Woodrow Wilson. Fresh,, Richmond
Marks, Harry Sidmon, Fresh., New Brighton, Pa.
Marlowe, Margaret Hall, Jr., La Grange
Marshall, Evelyn Margaret, Sen,, Covington 36,
148, 156, 163
Martin, Lahoma Ruth, Fresh,, Glencoe
Marz. Vera Elizabeth. Sen,, Ft Thomas 37, 145.
162
Marz, Virginia Mason, Sen,, Dayton 43, 145, 162
Mason, Eila Shirley, Fresh,, Owenton 72
Mason. Nora Kathryn, Fresh,, Latonia 71. 145
Mason, William Hugh. Fresh,. Richmond
Massey. Doris Eileen, Jr.. Covington 147
Masters, James Clyndon, Soph,, Wisemantown
Masters, Mildred, Sen.. Million 33
Mathews, Helen Gladys, Jr., Beaver
Mafhewson, Thelma Frances. Sen,, Vanceburg 36
May, Anna Juanita, Fresh,, Lebanon
May, Harold Edwin, Fresh,, Salyersville
May. Mary Kathryn, Soph.. Louisville 64. 149
May, Mildred Lee, Sen,, Lebanon
Maybury, Vera June, Soph,, Newport 64, 147
158, 161
Mayer, Betty Lou, Fresh., Terrace Park, Ohio 73
Mayer, Walter, Jr,, Cold Springs 55, 147
Mayfield, Nancy Belle, Jr., Savoy
Maynard, S. Edward, Fresh., Burnside
Mayo, Walker Porter, Jr., Fresh,, Prestonsburg 72
Mays, Diana, Jr., Teague
Meadors, Grace Viola, Sen,, Williamsburg
Meece, Cora Crystal, Fresh,, Meece
Middleton. Gladys, Sen,, Evarts 34
Miller. Jack Slater. Fresh,. Ludlow
Miller. Jean. Fresh., Cincinnati, Ohio 73
Miller, Robert Gilbert, Soph., Cambridge, Ohio
Mills, Buell Bernard, Fresh.. Pmeville
Mills, Harold Hobert, Jr.. Pmeville
Mills, Jane Bourne, Jr.. Owenton
Mills, Jean Bernice, Soph., Pmeville
Mims, Carl Prichard, Sen., Baldman 160
Minch. Alma Burns, Soph,, Owenton 61
Mmesmger, David Ellsworth. Soph., Sebring, Ohio
Miracle, Gracie, Jr.. Cubage
Miracle, Mabel, Fresh., Loyall 69
Miracle, Niobe, Soph,, Pmeville
Miracle, Pearlie, Jr,. Cubage
Moberly, Robert J,, Jr., Sen., Richmond
Mobley. Joe Lainer, Sen.. Oneida
Moore, Anna Grace, Soph,, Holly Hill
Moore, Elmer C, Soph., Frankfort
Moore, Harriett Isabelle, Fresh., Somerset 72
Moores, Ralph, Fresh,, Richmond
Morcom, Elsie Jane. Fresh,. Louisville
Morehead. James Fredrick. Fresh., Portsmouth,
Ohio
Moreland, Rubye. Jr.. Ravenna 56. 155
Morgan. Joe Everitt, Jr., Lancaster 1 59
Morgan, Marion Nichols, Sen.. Shively 37
Morgan. Vivian Lucille. Fresh,, Newport
Morris, Jewell Ruth, Sen,, Heidrick
Moss, Mary Magdalene, Fresh., Louisville 72, 149
Moss, Robert Lemuel, Fresh,, Sebring, Ohio
Mowat, Robert E.. Jr,, Benham
Mullen, Betty Lee Alma. Jr., Ft, Thomas
Mullins, Charles Earl, Fresh., Letitia
Mullins, Cuba, Soph,, Whitesburg
Mullins, Lester Marvin, Fresh,, Eubank
Mullins, Loyd Wayne, Soph,, Crittenden
Mullins, Ruth, Soph,, Mt, Vernon
Muncy, Christine, jr,, Richmond
Muncy, Elhanan John, Jr,, Richmond
Muncy. Margaret Bernice. Fresh., Salem, Ind. 73
Murray, Natalie, Fresh.. Covington
Music. William Donald. Sen,. Auxier 33, 157, 159
Myers, Dorothy, Fresh.. Richmond
Myers. Mary B., Soph,, Richmond
Myers, Virginia Lee, Sen., Harlan
N
Napier, EIna Edith, Soph,, Hazard
Napier, Mary Magdalene, Sen., Green Hall
Napier. Pauline. Jr.. Hazard
Napier, Price C, Fresh,. Hazard
Nash, George Visscher, Soph., Trinity
Neal, John Beasley, Fresh,. Somerset
Neely. Mildred Louise. Jr,, Somerset
Neikirk, Ruby Cordon. Soph., Irvine 64
Nelson. Ray W,, Soph., California
Nelson, William Edward, Soph., Richmond
Nesbitt, Hieatt H,, Soph., Frankfort 64
Newberry. Virginia Maude. Jr., Inez
Newell, Sally Annette, Jr., Bronston
Newman, Ruth Burchell, Fresh,, Boston
Newsome, Clara Mane. Soph.. Biscuit
Newton, Modena Mae, Fresh., Witt
Niblack, Verna Mane, Fresh., Covington 69, 145
Noble, Arlie, Jr., Clayhole
Noble, Irene, Jr.. Beattyville
Noble, Ohie, Fresh., Clayhole
Noe, Louanna, Fresh.. Harlan
Nolan, Polly, Jr., Baxter
Noland, Harvey, Sen., Union City
Ncland, Jerre L., Soph,, Richmond 62, 155
Noland, Sophia Mane, Sen., Nicholasville
Nunnery, Pauline, Fresh,, Prestonsburg 69
O'Hearn, Joseph Thomas, Soph., Stanford 159
Oldfield, Reno Elwanda, Soph., Newport 145, 157
Oldham, Mary Moore. Fresh . Richmond
Oney. Mary Rebecca. Soph.. Carrollton
Ordich. George, |r , Midland. Pa
Orme. Mary Frances. Soph.. Mount Olivet 62. 148
Osborn. Mildred Louise. Soph . Ravenna 63
Osborne. Emma B,. Sen . Winchester 153, 158
Osborne. Frank. Spec . East Point
Osborne. Homer Lee. Soph.. Walton
Osborne. Margaret Porter, Soph.. Cynthiana 61
Owens. Charlotte. Soph.. Raven
Owens, Genevieve Minerva, Fresh , Pippapass
Owen, loseph Edsel, Soph , Richmond
Owens, Willie T , Fresh . Corbm 68
Pace, Bernice. Jr.. Dizney 56
Pack. Pete, Fresh.. Catlettsburg
Park. Josephine Collins. Sen,. Richmond 37. 155.
164
Parker. Raymond Arthur, jr . Corbm
Parks. Anna Lee. Jr.. Berea
Parrish. John Sourley, Fresh., Richmond
Parsons, Louise F.. Soph.. Louisville 62
Parsons. Pauline iistcort. Fresh.. Richmond
Partin, Russell Delin. jr.. Barbourville 52
Patrick. Harold Morris. Fresh . Irvine
Payne Dorothy Mae. Sen . Corbm 37. 149. 158.
165
Paynter. Prewitt. Soph . Brooksville
Peebles. Juamta. Jr.. Asheville. N C.
Petfer. Emma. Fresh . Frankfort
Pence. Josephine. Jr.. Bryantsville
Pendergrass. Agnes. Sen., Ma|Or 43, 1 54
Perkins, Emma Noyes, Fresh.. Corbm 72
Perkins, Manon D.. Sen,. Louisville 35. 156. 157
Perraut. Virginia K,. Sen . Minerva 36. 161. 162.
163
Perry. Charles Roland. Jr . Dayton
Perry, Kenneth Wilbur Soph , Lawrenceburg
Peterson, Shirley Louise, Fresh,, Ages
Petty, William Crittenden, )r , Soph . Ashland
62, 143, 144
Phelps. Vivian Tribble. Sen., Richmond
Phillips, Evelyn Jean, Jr., Corbm
Phipps. Flem Sampson. Jr., Cray
Pickard. Thelma Mae. Soph., Place
Pierce, Paul James, Fresh,, Burnetta
Pigman, Robert Roland, Fresh,. Berea
Pointer. Delia Bernice. Sen . Richmond 46
Pointer. Leila. Sen . Richmond 44
Porter. James Harold. Sen . Beattyville
Porter. Jean H . Soph . Covington 63. 1 54. 1 58.
164
Powell. Ellen Albertine. Soph . Richmond
Powers, Eula Mae, Jr., Dale
Powers. George Robert. Sen Verona 43 153. 155,
162
Prater, James Hayes, jr.. Lackey
Pratt, Albert, Jr,, Leburn
Pratt, Andrew, Fresh,, Leburn
Pratt, Dorothy Mae, Jr,, Ashland 148, 163, 164,
165
Pratt, Orben, Sen,, Leburn
Preston, Anna Louise, Jr , Pamtsville 53
Preston, Evelyn Ruth, Fresh,, Gallup
Preston, Paul R
, Soph,, Williamsport
Preston, Wayne D,, Fresh,. Williamsport
Price, Jack, Fresh , Benham
Price, Lawrence Garrett, Fresh., Coal Run
Price. Lloyd L.. Fresh . Mt, Vernon
Price. Uberta. Jr . Bushville
Proctor. Christine. Jr . Burgin
Profitt. Marion. Soph,. Colson
Pruitt. Ervin Samuel. Jr . Pikeville
Puckett. Garnett Eaton. Jr.. Louisville
Puckett. Maxine King. Fresh,. Louisville
Puckett. Mildred. Fresh . Dreyfus
Pulliam, Edith Mae. Soph , Waddy
Quillen. Ray Charles, Fresh,, Heidelberg
Ouinn. Arthur Wallace, Fresh,, Henderson
Rader, Cordon C
, Jr , Louisville 54
Rains, Lulu Belle, Sen,, Woodbine
Raisor, Mildred, Soph,, Owenton
Rail, Eugene Clarence, Fresh., Beattyville
Ramey. William Henry. Fresh., Grays Knob
Ramsey. Lydia Myrtle. Soph,. Murl
Ramsey. Margaret Rose. Fresh . Richmond
Ranson. Stevenson Brooke. Fresh.. Walton
Rasnick. Norvin Ber. Fresh.. Barbourville
Rawling. Claude Holt. Fresh,. Ft, Thomas
Reed. Delberf Lloyd. Fresh.. Salyersville
Reed, Franklin, Fresh.. Jenson
Reed. J. D . Spec . Wilmore
Reed. Joe Schneider. Sen , Crittenden
Reid. Kenneth Flanders. Sen , Pans 47
Reynolds. Clark. Jr.. Bush
Reynolds. Don Roy. Sen . Tyner
Reynolds. Mildred Rae. Jr . Brrdhead 156
Rice. Adele. Sen . Livingston 34
Rice. Clarence R . Fresh . East Bernstadt
Rice. Elmer J.. Fresh.. East Bernsladt
Rich. Stephen Warren. )r . Dry Ridge
Richard. Joan. Jr.. Ripley. Ohio 55. 157
Richards. Willa Sue. Jr.. Ashland
Richardson. Alma Caroline. Soph . Science Hill
Richardson. Cly Hearl. Jr . Stab
Richie. Dora. Jr . Vest
Riggs. Clara Rose, Fresh , Russell
Riggs. Roberta S , Sen,, Russell 48, 1 48, 1 56, 1 63
Riley. Harriet Thelma. Soph . Worthville
Risch. Carl Joseph. Fresh,. McKee 70
Ritchie, Frances Mae. Fresh,. Vest
Ritter. Lucille Dorcus, Fresh., Danville
Rivard Marguerite Winston, Jr , Independence
147, 154, 157
Roberts, Earl Carlton, Jr., Oneida
Roberts. Fred Dorrott, Fresh.. Maysville 72
Roberts. Ramona Jean, Soph.. Verona 60
Robertson, Phyllis Moran. Jr.. Owensboro 53
Robmette. Juanita. jr.. Pikeville
Robinson. Ben . Jr.. Richmond
Robinson. Elizabeth S,. Jr., Pikeville
Robinson. Jesse Paul. Fresh,. Covington
Robinson. Marion Marshall. Sen . Richmond
Robinson. Paul Aivm. jr . Walton 72
Robinson, Viola Belle, Sen , Three Links
Rodgers, Mary Ann, jr.. New Market, Ala. 55,
150. 156
Rogers, Lula Mae. Soph . Irvine
Rogers. Opal R.. Soph., Tyner
Rose. John O . Jr.. Corbm
Rose. Thomas Allen. Fresh . Ravenna
Ross. Anna E.. Jr.. Maiestic 52
Rouse Clyde Leonard. Sen,. Covington 46, 157,
158, 163
Rozan, Helen. Sen,. MavsviHe 33
Ruschell. Julianne. Fresh , Silver Grove 73
Russell. Charles. Soph , Cawood
Rutledge. Morns Dowe. Sen,. Buena Vista 159
Ruffle. Maura Elizabeth. Fresh . Ft Mitchell
Ryle. Elmore, jr . Burlington 1 54. 1 61
Salisbury. Shirley Maxine. Fresh.. Langley 70
Sallee. Martha Kafheryn. Fresh.. Gee 73
Salyer. Ethel. Sen,. Salyersville 40
Sams. Denver. Soph . Bimble 1 59
Sams. Minnie Ethel. Sen . Irvine 39
Sams. Nora. Fresh . Barbourville
Sams, Victor, Sen., Bimble
Samuels, Frances Mason, Soph., Richmond
Samuels, Mary Isabelle, Fresh., Richmond
Sanderson, Kathryn Lorraine, Fresh., Anchorage
Sandidge, Willard Marvm, jr., Clarence 159
SatterJie, Phyllis H., Soph., Melbourne 161
Saunders, Ann Louise, Fresh., Flemingsburg 69
Saylor. Blanche E., jr., Coldiron
Saylor, Dot, Sen., Berea 42
Saylor, Jesse, Jr., Molus
Saylor, Lynn Rose, Fresh., Loyall
Schneider, Charlotte Ann, Fresh., Ft. Thomas
Schoulties, Anna, Fresh., Cold Spring
Schumacher, Elizabeth Ruth, Soph., Berea
Schuster, Charles Steve, Soph., Chicago, III.
Schutte, Virginia Viola, Soph., Hazard
Scott, Donald Everett, Fresh., Portsmouth, Ohio
Scott, Virgie Lee, jr., Wallins Creek
Sebastian, Curt, jr., Crockettsville
Seevers, George Webster, jr., Richmond
Sentz, Robert Redding, Soph., Yancey
Sergent, Shelby ]., Spec, Polly
Settle, Greene Adam, Fresh., Rchmond
Shadoan. Lucy, Jr., Burgin
Shadoan, Russell Lewis, Soph., Burgin
Shannon, Sheila O'Neal, Sen., New Castle 45
Shannon, Sidney Thomas, Fresh., New Castle
Shearer, Mary Eva. Soph., Susie
Sheiler, Marjorie, Fresh., Richmond
Shell, Flora Bonnie, Fresh,, Paint Lick
Shelton, Alvin Dillard, jr., Christopher
Shelton, Jennings Richard, Fresh,, Christopher
Shepherd, Lyda Belle, jr., Ashland 53
Shetler, Vernon, Jr.. Navarre, Ohio 53
Shewmaker, Barbara Allen, Fresh., Bardstown 73
Shewmaker, Gladys C, Soph., Harrodsburg
Shorte, Lillian Rae, Soph., Berea
Sic, Evelyn Louise, jr., Cleveland, Ohio 52
Simmons. Ann Etta. Soph., Richmond 165
Sims, C. D., Jr., Fresh., Hustonville 68
Singleton, Beulah, jr., Orlando
Siphers, Joe Bill, Fresh., Benham
Slater, Earl Fred. Soph.. Chattaroy, W. Va.
Sloan, Denver, Jr., Pikeville
Smiley, Margaret. Soph.. Richmond
Smith. Bert Jackson, Soph,, Millfield, Ohio
Smith, Charles Edward, Soph., McKee
Smith, Edward, Sen., Pikeville
Smith, Hezekiah David. Fresh., Coal Run
Smith, Hiram, Fresh.. Insull
Smith, Inez, Fresh., Stearns
Smith, James Andrew, Jr.. Berea
Smith. Karl Henry. Fresh . Taylor 70
Smith. Leslie Rue, Fresh., Dayton
Smith, Park, Jr., Lawrenceburg 53, 143
Smith, Wm. Andrew, Soph., Berea
Smith, V^/illiam Leonard, Fresh., jeptha
Smith, V^illie. Fresh.. Chavies
Snowden. Raymond Cecil. Jr.. Richmond
Snyder. Pauline, Soph., Corbin
Souder, James Elliott, Fresh., Owenton 70
Sparks, Colin, Jr., Eglon
Sparks, Dudley Noland, Soph., Irvine 63, 159
Sparks, Nina. Jr., McKee
Sparks, Ray, Fresh., Thealka
Spears, Charles Edison. Sen., Boldman 160
Spears, Jessie Jane, Fresh., Pans 70
Spivey, Edna Earle, Sen., Irvine
Spratt, John Henry, Jr., Jr., Covington 53, 152,
164
Squires, James Richard, Jr., V/liitesburg 57, 145,
147, 164
Stacey, James Kermitt, Sen., London
Stacy, Thomas Charles, Fresh., Heidelberg
Stafford, Earl George, Fresh , Covington
Stamper, Charles Edward, Jr., Owenton 154
Stamper, Dorothy Ruth, Fresh., Corbin 70
Stamper, Lillian Earl, Jr., Eminence
Stamper, Mollie Hamilton, Jr., Frew
Stanfield, James, Sen., Covington 45, 1 55, ) 63,
1 64
Stanfield, Rachel Elizabeth, Jr., Kincaid, III
Staton, John Edgar, Fresh., Brooksville
Stayton, James Edgar, Sen., Dayton, Ohio 34, 143
Stayton, Mary Leone, Jr., Dayton, Ohio 54 160
164 ' '
Steely, Kenneth Ralph, Fresh., Corbin
Stephens, Burdette F., Soph., V^alnut Grove
Stephens, Clifford Skaggs, Soph., Royalton
Stephens, Raymond Needham, Fresh,, Prestonsburg
Stephenson, George Weldon, Fresh., Crittenden
Stevens, Ida Mae, Fresh., Cynthiana
Stevens, William Darrell, Fresh.. Irvine
Stewart, Mary Katherine, Sen. Mt Olivet 45
156, 157
Stiglitz, Ann Louise, Sen., Louisville 38 147
156, 157
Stinnette, Nina Lee, Sen., Jeffersontown 46
Stinson, Robert Gray, Sen., London 40, 145, 147,
1 58
Stith, Virginia Carroll, Sen., Ekron 38, 1 48, 1 57
Stocker, James William, Soph., Richmond 64
Stone, Hubbard Nelson, Soph., Grayson
Strong, Cleta Mae, Fresh., Irvine
Strong, Margaret, Fresh., Richmond
Strunk, Winston Durward, Jr., Pineville
Sturm, Betty Jane, Sen., Bellevue 43, 147, 149,
1 62
Sudduth, Scottie, Fresh., Covington 70
Sumner, Jeanne, Fresh., Hazard 70
Suter, John Owen, Sen., Campbellsburg 34 162
Swafford, Oscar, Sen., Barbourville 33
Sweeney. Jean M., Jr., Covington 52
Tate, Hazel Marie, Soph., Hindman 64
Taylor, Betty Jane, Fresh., New Boston, Ohio 70
Taylor, Frances Elizabeth, Soph., Buckhorn
Taylor, Jane Lyie, Soph., Frankfort 62, 147, 148
Taylor. Lillie Isabel, Soph., Florence
Taylor, Mary Matt, Soph., Stanford
Taylor. Robert Bruce, Jr., Richmond
Taylor, Ruby B., Jr., London
Taylor, Virgil Wm., Sen., Ft. Thomas 44, 152, 162
Teater, Oakley, Soph., Cottonburg 61
Tebelman, Anna Zilpha, Fresh., Williamstown
Teegarden, Georgie Christine, Soph., Ewing 60
Tenney, Helen Terry, Jr., Louisville 55, 162
Terrill, Fred E., Sen., Campton
Tevis, Halhe Olivia, Jr., Richmond 54
Thomas, Ann Tarlton, Soph., Midway 60 1 54
158
)
.
.
Thomas, Grace, Soph.. Richmond
Thomas. Helen Irene. Sen.. Paintsville 47. 156
Thomas. John Raymond. Sen., Kerby Knob
Thomas, Opal, Jr., Winchester 52
Thomas, Ray, Jr., Kenvir
Thompson, Ernest Catewood, Sen., Sharpsburg
Thompson, Frieda, Soph., Kings Mountain
Thompson, Helen Kathleen, Fresh.. Webbville
Thompson, Ruth Allen, Fresh., Danville
Thurman, Wyatt James, Jr., Benham 159
Tincher, Dorothy Pryse, Sen., Beattyville
Tincher, James Matt, Fresh., Heidelberg
Tinnell, Bennie Clifford, Soph., Covington
Tipton, Ethel, Jr., Ravenna
Toadvine, Anna Sue, Sen., Cynthiana 47, 149
Todd, Anna Frances, Sen., Bybee 46
Tollner, John D., Soph., Augusta 61, 160
Tomlin. Dorothy, Fresh.. Sherburne
Toomey, Velma, Sen., 40
Topper. Ethel Z., Fresh., Dayton 70, 160
Torstrick, Dorothy Doyle, |r., Louisville 53
Traylor. June Moreland, Soph., Rice Station 61
Trent, imogene Englana, Soph., Russell 64. 164
Tumey. Lucille Mane. Fresh., Harrodsburg 68, 161
Turner, Hershel Lee, Fresh.. Cynthiana
Turpin. Charles Edward. Fresh.. Ravenna 71
Turpin, Mildred Elizabeth. Soph.. Ravenna
Tussey. Ora Franklin. Jr.. Portsmouth, Ohio
Tyler, Herman Henry, Soph., Beattyville
Tyler, Raymond Astor, Soph., Beattyville
U
Umstaddt, Ellen Parker, Fresh., Elizaville
Underwood, Kathryn, Fresh., Nicholasville
Unthank, Cecil Herman, Sen., Loyall
V
Vanover, Fosteria, Fresh.. Venda
Varney. Laura Ruth. Jr., Williamson, W. Va.
Vaught. Evelyn, jr., Somerset
Vaughn, Juanita, Soph., Pans
Vermillion, Kate Wilma, Sen., Jellico. Tenn. 32,
156, 157
Virgin, Mildred Evelyn, Fresh., Ashland
Vonderheide, Louis William. Fresh., Catlettsburg
W
Wagers, Dorothy Evelyn, Fresh., Richmond 70
Wagoner, Bill, Fresh.. Sandy Hook
Wagoner. Mary Louise. Jr., Pans
Walden. Delford C, Sen., Cane Creek
Walden, Robert Roeland, Fresh.. Pineville
Walker, James Moberly. Soph.. Richmond
Walker. Mabel Elizabeth. Soph.. Richmond
Walker, Marguerite Bourne, Fresh . Lancaster
Walker, Pauline, Fresh., Richmond
Walker, Ruth Frances, Jr., Richmond
Wallace, Delmar, Sen., Somerset 39, 160
Wallace, Eloise, Fresh., Verda 68
Wallace, Rebecca Jane, Jr., Quail
Waller, Hazel B., Jr.. Elliston 54
Walters, James Edward, Soph., Balkan
Walters, Jessie C, Sen., Manchester
Walter, Wilma, Fresh., Richmond
Walther, Mary Magdalene, Fresh., Covington
Ward, Cecil, Jr., McDowell
Warming, Cuy Andreas, Fresh.. Jellico
Warren, E. Marie. Jr.. Somerset
Wash, Ada Kathenne. Sen.. Lexington 43
Waters. Howard Alexander. Soph.. Circleville. Ohio
Waters, John Clifford, Jr.. Fresh.. Circleville. Ohio
Watson, George Nolin, Sen., Ashland 1 55
Watson, Mildred Ann, Fresh., Liggett
Watts, Ora, Sen., Leatherwood 33
Webb, Ethel. Jr., Swallowfield 56
Webb. Ruby Pauline, Fresh.. Cynthiana
Weber, Vivian Louise, Soph., Ft. Thomas 63, 147,
149. 164
Weddle, Euclid Eldon, Soph.. Faubush
Welch, Beatrice, Soph.. Owenton
Wells, Dorcella, Soph., Falmouth
Wells, Hobert Jacob. Fresh., Williamsport
Wells, Homer, Fresh., Williamsport
Wells, Jack Dale, Fresh., Cumberland
Wells, Walter Scott, Fresh., Pamtsville
West. Bobby, Fresh., Irvine 70
Whitaker. Coleman, Sen., Cumberland
Whitaker, Rodney Brandon, Fresh.. Cumberland
White, Alta Mae, Soph., Manchester
White. Anna Lee. Soph.. Richmond
White. Carl B.. Jr., Fresh.. Talliga
White. Dorothy Mae, Sen., Ashland 33, 158 163
164
White. Georgia Reba Bates. Jr.. Payne Cap
White. Harold Van, Fresh., Portsmouth, Ohio
White, Mabel Audrey, Sen., Middlesboro 40 1 56
157 '
Whitehead, Cuy, Sen.. Richmond 52. 157. 164
Whitehouse. Rhoda Belle. Fresh.. Louisville
Wickersham, Allan Stark. Fresh.. Irvine
Wickersham, Arthur Logan. Sen.. Irvine 48
Wicklund, Harold A., Sen., Gardner, Mass 36
152, 160, 162
Wiggins. Eugene Selby. Fresh.. Richmond
Wiggins. Jane Coy. Jr., Richmond
Wiglesworth, Virginia Reed, Fresh., Cynthiana 70
Wilcox, Frank Hurst, Sen . Newport 42. 143
Wilder. Margaret Rose, Soph.. Baxter
Wiley, Rose, Fresh., Pamtsville 70
Williams. Arnold C . Fresh., Dingus 70
Williams, Charles Adolph. Fresh., Catlettsburg
Williams, Claude C, Fresh., Twila 71
Williams, Dorothy M., Jr., London
Williams. H. Eloise, Sen . Pikeville
Williams, James E., Soph., Newport 64
Wilson, Beulah Mae. Fresh.. Ludlow
Wilson. Catharine White. Jr.. Irvine
Wilson, Cecil Taulbee, Soph., Evarts
Wilson, Deloras, Jr., Crab Orchard
Wilson, Drucilla Barnett, Jr.. Irvine
Wilson. Gilbert M.. Fresh.. Richmond
Wilson. Harry B.. Jr.. Jr.. Irvine
Wilson, Hazel, Sen., Richmond 38
Wilson, Ida Meador, Soph., Guston
Wilson. Mary Eizabeth. Soph.. Irvine 62
Wilson, Paul R., Soph., Berea
Wilson, Ruth Wynn, Soph
. Liggett
Wilson, Thomas Blanton, Fresh Covington 71
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Winburn, Harold V., Soph.. Richmond 159
Winkler. Faye. Sen.. Waco
Winkler. Maureen, Soph., Waco 60
Wise, William Edward, Fresh., Ravenna
Witt, Margaret Louise. Sen. West Irvine 40
155. 163
Witt, Robert, Fresh.. West Irvine
Witt. Virginia Dare, Jr., Wisemantown
Wolf, Robert Erwin, Fresh., Ft. Thomas
Womack. Mary Eloise, Jr., Oldtown
Wood, Estill Rowe, Fresh., Ashland
Wood, Minnie Lee, Sen., Maysville 32
Woolum, Gladys Frances. Sen., Yancey 37
Wortham. Lillian Mane. Jr.. Loyall
Worthington, Robert Melvin. Fresh., Dry Ridge
Wright, Clarence Mareen, Soph., Jiptha
Wyatt, Ethel Jones, Sen., Williamsburg
Wyatt. Fannie Billingsley, Soph.. Middlesboro 63.
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Wyatt, Zora Retha, Soph , Williamsburg
Yadon, Lorene Fae, Jr., Brodhead
Yates. Mary Luise. Fresh.. Bradfordsville 70
Yates. Mildred Helen, Fresh.. Harrodsburg
Yeager, Carl Edward. Sen.. Newport
Yeager, Robert Edward. Fresh., Oneida Castle, N. Y.
Yeary, Gladys Bernice, Fresh., Harlan 71
Yelton, Edwin Alan, Sen., Ft. Thomas
Yinger, Harold Lewis, Jr., Jackson, Ohio
York, Payne Randolph, Fresh., Marlow
Young, Rosalind Roach, Fresh., Lawrenceburg 73
Zagoren, Jean Carolyn, Fresh., Cincinnati, Ohio
70, 145, 148
Zakem. Evelyn. Sen., Newport 39, 148, 154, 161
Zaring, Allen, Jr., Richmond 55
Zimmerman, Beryl Carolyn, Sen., Ft. Mitchell 39,
145
The Boys Always Gather at
Compliments
of DOC'S
BOHON STORES CO. Right Across from the Courthouse
Phone 543 Richmond
for
CHILI
STANIFER'S
Featuring . . .
THE COLLEGE
FOR MEN BOOK STORE
Hart SchaHner 6. Marx Clothes
Dobbs Hats
Arrow Shirts
OWNED AND OPERATED BY
THE INSTITUTION
Bostonion Shoes Books, Stationery, Shaeffer
FOR LADIES Fountain Pens
Lazy-Bone, Tweedie, and
Official Emblem Jewelry
Rhythm-Step Shoes
Holeproof Hosiery
Special Orders Made for Students
for Articles Not Carried
Main at Second Richmond
in Stock
DIXIE WITT MOTOR CO.
DRY CLEANERS 121-123 E. Main Street
HATS BLOCKED
Pressing While You Wait
Cleaning of All Types
Phone 7
Sales and Service
BETTER USED CARS
Richmond, Ky.
H. B. WILLOUGHBY
H. W. NOLAND
COAL - - BUILDING MATERIAL
CASE FARM MACHINERY
FERTILIZERS
COAL — FEED — SEED Phone 184 Richmond, Ky.
BUILDING MATERIAL
East Main Street
Phone 57 RICHMOND BAKERY
Richmond, Kentucky
Home of
MARYLAND BUTTER BISCUITS
THE 1940 MILESTONE
Is Bound by A
MOLLOY COVER
THE S. K. SMITH COMPANY
THE DAVID J. MOLLOY PLANT
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
THE DENNY
INSURANCE
CONGLETON BROS.
LUMBER CO.
AGENCY RETAIL LUMBER DEALERS
138 North Second St.
705 East Main Street
"Ground Floor" Phone 201
Phone 505
KUNKEL'S
SERVICE STATION
DUGAN
APPLIANCE CO.
"Full General Electric Line"
COMPLETE
ONE-STOP SERVICE
Third and Irvine
Phone 114
BURNAM & HARBER
'THE FIRST FLOOR INSURANCE AGENCY'
McKee Building
Phone 186
Sam P. Burnam W. Overton Harber
Richmond, Kentucky
fr
"Since 1900"
RICHMOND GREENHOUSE
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Students and Classes Always Welcome
Phone 188
Greenhouses— Salesroom
West Main Street
Richmond, Kentucky
J. P. Reichspfarr, Prop.
O. G. ESTES
J. N. CULTON <& CO.
Expert Watch and GROCERIES
Jewelry Repairing AND
NEXT DOOR TO POST OFFICE MEATS
MADISON LAUNDRY &
DRY CLEANING
Special Attention to Parcel Post
GEORGE MYERS
Cleaning and Laundry
Phones 352, 353
You Are Always Welcome at
HINKLE DRUG CO. Stockton Pharmacy
J. T. HINKLE Lucien Le Long, Yardley and
WOODROW HINKLE Dubarry Cosmetics
Richmond, Kentucky
Compliments of
C. C. TODD
GOOD GULF SUPPLIES
"Back of Memorial"
Whitman Candies
TRY OUR FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Richmond Motor Co.
DODGE AND PLYMOUTH
Good Used Cars
"The Post Office is Next Door"
WESTERN AUTO
ASSOCIATE STORE
Home Owned by
F, R. CLARKE & SON
"Everything for the Automobile
for Less"
Richmond, Ky.
J. J. NEWBERRY
COMPANY
QUALITY MERCHANDISE
AT
ECONOMY PRICES
IDEAL
RESTAURANT
MAIN STREET
H. M. Whittington Co.
JEWELERS
"Gifts That Last"
Phone 756 North Second St.
Richmond, Ky.
Compare Our PRICES . . .
Compare Our QUALITY . . .
Figure the SAVINGS . . .
then figure in terms of service and
satisfaction just what you save when
you buy here.
CASH DEPARTMENT STORES
"Known for Better Values"
ARNOLD, HAMILTON,
& DYKES
WHOLESALE GROCERS
Richmond, Ky.
Quality -- Service
MADISON GROCERY CO.
WHOLESALE GROCERIES
"We Sell Today To Sell Tomorrow"
WE CARRY COMPLETE STOCK OF STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
Richmond, Kentucky Phone 116
ROBINSON & TURLEY RICHMOND
ACME PAINT — COAL Home of
UBIKO FEEDS — SEEDS ZARING'S PATENT FLOUR
BUILDING MATERIAL
Made by
Warehouse & Yards Estill Ave. ZARING'S MILL
Phone 113
Use Zaring's Patent Flour
STATE BANK & TRUST COMPANY
Richmond, Kentucky
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
service.
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FLOOR OF TOBACCO AT HOME HOUSE
FINE, MODERN, WELL LIGHTED WAREHOUSES
Where the Best Grades of Leaf Sell Highest
and
Where the Low Grades Sell Better
HOME TOBACCO WAREHOUSE CO.
W. E. Luxon I. M. Hume Paul Burnam
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
THE
KORNER RESTAURANT
PAUL HOWARD
Proprietor
PERRY'S
DRUG STORE
The REXALL Store
WE EXTEND OUR BEST WISHES
TO EVERY EASTERN STUDENT
CORNETT'S
Glyndon Pharmacy
300 West Mam St.
Richmond, Ky.
Phones
244 -:- 844
When the Students Eat in Town
IT'S ALWAYS
COUSIN JO'S
EASTERN HOTEL
MODERN COFFEE SHOP
Country Ham, Chicken and
Steak Dmners
51,00 $1.50
When In Richmond
PAUL JETT
Invites You To
THE REAL CAMPUS SHOP
Stetson Hats, Nunn Bush Shoes,
Botany Ties, Manhattan Shirts
& Underwear
FINE CUSTOM TAILORING
Humming Bird Hosiery
also
Rhythm Step Shoes lor Ladies
The MAIN Shop on MAIN Street
OLDHAM, ROBERTS & POWELL
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Phone 413 Richmond, Kentucky
MADISON -SOUTHERN
NATIONAL BANK & TRUST COMPANY
Richmond, Kentucky
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
A meal without meat is a meal incomplete
HAM
BACON
SAUSAGE
LARD
For Distinctive Flavor
THE
H. H. MEYER PACKING CO.
Cincinnati
F. W. Woolworth Co.
Richmond, Ky.
OWEN McKEE
ARCHER HOSIERY
Women's Satin and Taffeta Slips
Main Street Richmond
Richmond Stockyards
Sale Every Wednesday of
Horses & Mules, Cattle, Hogs,
6c Sheep
Courteous Treatment to All
CASH ON DAY OF SALE
Lonnie Abram, Proprietor
GLYNDON HOTEL
Headquarters
ROTARY CLUB, EXCHANGE CLUB,
LIONS CLUB, and CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE
News Stand in the Lobby at Your
Service
E. V. ELDER
DEPARTMENT STORE
Richmond, Ky.
"Where Young People Shop"
Campus Togs at Lowest Prices
JOE'S DELICATESSEN
Full Line of Good Things for
Lunches and Parties
RESTAURANT AND SODA
FOUNTAIN
Phone 58 Richmond, Ky.
CORMNEY
SALES CO.
AUTOMATIC PHONOGRAPHS
COIN OPERATED MACHINES
3rd Street Richmond, Ky.

DOING ONE THING WELL
the MILESTONE
. . . and many other annuals produced
by the South's finest printing plant.
FETTER
PRINTING CO.
LOUISVILLE KENTUCKY
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